
Tough Times Don’t
Dampen enthusiasm
n OTC’s plans are more ambitious than ever.

There has been quite a bit of bad news in the oil patch
lately. But in the midst of the gloom and doom

comes one of the world’s largest oil and gas exhibitions,
drawing in people by the thousands to explore the latest
offshore technology.

OTC Chairman Ed Stokes and
Vice Chairman Joe Fowler are as
bullish on this year’s show as they
were last year despite the low
commodity prices. Stokes is par-
ticularly excited about the techni-
cal program as well as the new
addition to the lineup, “d5.” “This
is the first time we have moved
into a Friday with OTC,” he said.
“We are bringing in experts from outside the oil and
gas industry who will expose our attendees to disrup-
tive technologies from other industries, help them
build unique connections and develop innovative so-

lutions that can be applied to their
business areas.”

For Fowler, one of the best as-
pects about OTC is the networking.
“OTC is a great gathering that ap-
peals to the scientific and technical,
business and personal sides of at-
tendees,” he said. “It is a chance to
see and hear the latest technology
in the papers and exhibits; to see

what oil companies, suppliers and service companies are
doing new; and to renew acquaintances with old friends
and make new ones.”

Several other special events are planned for the con-
ference. In addition to the technical papers and posters,
there are 26 topical breakfasts and luncheons, an annual
dinner Sunday night that recognizes the Distinguished
Achievement Award winners and supports a charity
(this year’s charities are the Independent Association of

By rhOnda duey

By eldOn Ball

As OTC 2015 convenes in Houston, it’s clear to
those attending that the offshore energy indus-

try has entered a new and challenging era. Lower
crude oil prices—about half of what they were at this
time last year—have put pressure on capex plans. 

With the changes in econom-
ics, a new austerity has entered
the industry, as operators, con-
tractors, service providers and
supply companies look for ways
to adapt to the new economics.
Forecasts for price recovery vary
widely, but for the meantime,
one theme remains constant
with offshore players: e keys
to success—even survival—for the next few years will
be enabling technology that can increase efficiency,
improve reliability and lower initial and operating
costs. In short, the sort of innovative new technology
that has been the hallmark of OTC will be critical. 

is year’s OTC includes 328 technical papers, 29
keynote luncheons and breakfasts, 11 panel sessions
and four ePoster sessions. Clearly, the opportunities
to seek out information and ideas are abundant.

Even so, there is more. OTC has introduced a
new event named “d5,” which occurs on the Friday
following OTC. 

“We are really excited about d5,” said Steve Balint,
chairman of the OTC d5 Advisory Board. “e explo-
sion in technology is creating immense opportunity
for improvements and whole new ways of working.”

So many people are making breakthroughs in so
many areas that what was impossible yesterday, may
be done easily today, Balint said. “d5 opens ‘new areas
of possible’ and challenges participants to make adap-
tations to our industry challenges and opportunities,”
Balint said. “e nine speakers we have secured are
a diverse group, but each is world-renowned in their
area. You might ask, ‘What does gaming or 3-D
printing have to do with the offshore industry?’ We
believe hearing about the cutting edge in other in-
dustries can help spark new ideas in our own.”

oTC Takes Center Stage 
n Conference brings world’s leading offshore talent together for weeklong
event focused on collaborating and innovating for the future.

The triple-thump beat of collaboration, innovation
and standardization has reverberated across the

global oil and gas industry over the past few years. e
staggering downward shi in the market kicked the in-
tensity up a few notches—from “nice to have” to “ab-
solute necessity”—and the response has been swi.
Competitors are embracing collaboration. New ways of
tackling old challenges are being uncovered while the
philosophy of “design one, build many” flourishes. 

As the gates of NRG Park open on the 46th Off-
shore Technology Conference, thousands of attendees
from more than 130 countries—representing all fields
in the offshore energy industry—will spend the week

embracing the beat, soaking up the knowledge shared
on projects like Anadarko’s Lucius megaproject or the
success of the Bonga North West brownfield project
and more. 

Coordinating the efforts of hosting one of the world’s
largest offshore energy events falls to the members of the
OTC Program Committee. e committee comprises 14
subcommittees staffed with volunteers from 26 sponsor-
ing, endorsing or supporting organizations. 

“OTC is going to be a great program this year, starting
with the annual dinner on Sunday [followed by] the tech-
nical sessions, panels, breakfasts and luncheons, and net-
working events Monday through ursday, to Friday,
when we have a new event called d5 at the University of

new Thinking
for Offshore
n With changes in the economics of
offshore operations, enabling technol-
ogy is more important than ever.

see CHaIrmeN

continued on page 29

see ProGram continued on page 29

see THINKING continued on page 14
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Sunday, may 3
5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m...................................annual OTC dinner

monday, may 4
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................registration

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................Topical Breakfasts

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................The next Wave Program

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................university r&d showcase  

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ...................................exhibition  

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................Technical sessions

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster session

12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................Topical luncheons

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................Technical sessions

2 p.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................rice alliance startup roundup at OTC

4 p.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................spotlight on new Technology Presentation

4 p.m. to 6 p.m. ........................................Women in the industry sharing experiences

(Wise) networking event

Tuesday, may 5
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ...................................registration

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................Topical/industry Breakfasts

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................university r&d showcase  

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ...................................exhibition

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................Technical sessions

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster session

12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................Topical luncheons

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................Technical sessions

4 p.m. to 6 p.m. ........................................Pursuing Opportunities in the Brazilian Market

networking event

7:05 p.m. .................................................OTC night at the Ballpark 

(houston astros at Minute Maid Park)

7:30 p.m. .................................................OTC night with the houston dynamo 

(at BBVa Compass stadium)

Wednesday, may 6
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ...................................registration

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................Topical/industry/ethics Breakfasts

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................university r&d showcase  

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ...................................exhibition

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................Technical sessions

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster session

12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................Topical luncheons

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................Technical sessions

4 p.m. to 6 p.m. ........................................subsurface integration:

Where engineering and Geoscience Meet 

networking event

6 p.m. to 8 p.m. ........................................OTC appreciation Concert 

(doors open at 5:30 p.m.)

Thursday, may 7
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. ...................................registration

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................Topical/industry Breakfasts

7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. ...................................energy education institute: Teacher Workshop 

8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m................................energy education institute:

high school student sTeM event

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................exhibition

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................university r&d showcase 

9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................Technical sessions

12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster session

12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................Topical luncheons

1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Professional development session: how to start

your Own Business

2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Professional development session: networking

effectively to Build Beneficial relationships

2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................Technical sessions

4 p.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................OTC Closing reception

Friday, may 8
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................new event: d5 at The university of houston

all events in conjunction with OTC 2015 will be held at nrG Park in houston, Texas, unless
noted otherwise.
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innovation is the lifeblood of the offshore energy in-
dustry, enabling new discoveries, safer workers, and

drilling and production in seemingly impossible envi-
ronments. It takes all types of people and companies to
make progress when each step forward is more complex
than the last. In honor of the great efforts these accom-
plishments require, each year OTC recognizes the most
innovative technologies with the Spotlight on New
Technology awards.

“Every year I am impressed by the high quality of the
candidates, and I can see the benefit of using the win-
ners within the projects I am working on,” said Steve
Balint, chair of the OTC Spotlight on New Technology
Committee. “This year, for the first time, we have in-
cluded a category for small business, recognizing that
innovative solutions are being developed at all levels of
the industry.”

Two Small Business Award winners were selected this
year, each with fewer than 300 employees.

Nominations were open to all exhibitors, and every
nomination was evaluated by specialists in the area,

drawn from the OTC board of directors as well as the
program committee. Five criteria were used to select the
17 winners:

• New. e technology must be less than two years old,
dating from the first time it was introduced to the
marketplace or announced or advertised in a con-
ference, press release or trade journal;

• Innovative. e technology must be original,
groundbreaking and capable of revolutionizing the
offshore E&P industry;

• Proven. e technology must be proven either
through full-scale application or successful proto-
type testing; 

• Broad interest. e technology must have broad in-
terest and appeal for the industry; and

• Significant impact. The technology must provide
significant benefits beyond existing technologies.
Environmental impact is an important judging
criterion.

e awards were scheduled to be presented at 4 p.m. on
Monday in the NRG Center Lobby B Rotunda.

Intelligent Well System Enhances
Breakthrough Management
Baker Hughes has received an award for
the MultiNode all-electric intelligent well
system. e system is the industry’s first ad-
vanced completion system that provides re-
mote-controlled monitoring and precise
control of production zones to manage
water and gas breakthrough, actively bal-
ancing flow in production zones to improve
IP rates and ultimate recovery. 

Primary components of the system in-
clude active flow control device (AFCD)
downhole valves, tubing-encased conductor
(TEC) cable and a surface control unit. Up to
27 AFCD valves can be run downhole con-
nected by a single TEC cable and controlled
from the surface. e MultiNode system can
be adjusted aer the well goes on production;
if water or gas breakthrough is detected in
one part of the well, the AFCD in that zone
can be choked back or closed completely to
lock out water and gas via a single control
line while the well is producing.

For more information about the MultiN-
ode all-electric intelligent well system, visit
Baker Hughes at booth 3731.

BOP Control System’s ird POD 
Improves Operational Availability
Cameron has received an award for the
Mark IV High-Availability (HA) BOP
Control System. It features an industry-first
three-point of distribution (POD) design
option for subsea BOPs. A subsea control
system’s POD is the component by which
BOPs and other parts of the subsea stack are
operated, oen in water depths as deep as
3,658 m (12,000 ). Retrieval of the subsea
control system POD for unexpected main-
tenance can cost drillers several days of
downtime and millions of dollars. 

Conventional subsea BOP control sys-
tems use a two-POD design, providing a
single spare POD to control the BOP and
seal the well if the primary POD becomes
unavailable. e BOP stack then must be
pulled to the surface for repair. 

awards Laud Technology 
from Companies of all Sizes
n Spotlight on New Technology awards recognize innovations and 
add category for small business.

By harT enerGy sTaff
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The Multinode system from Baker hughes

adjusts to changing reservoir conditions

by choking back high-water and high-gas

producing zones. (image courtesy of

Baker hughes)
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e third POD of the Mark
IV provides added redun-
dancy, allowing the BOP to
continue operating if one POD
is unavailable. is configura-
tion improves operational
availability to as much as 98%.
Each POD’s simplified design

improves reliability.
For more information about the Mark IV HA BOP

Control System, visit Cameron at booth 3317.

Multilateral Stimulation Technology Increases 
Reservoir Contact Without Fracking
Fishbones, a Small Business Award winner,
has received an award for the Dreamliner.
Fishbones’ Dreamliner multilateral stimu-
lation system defines a new level of simplic-
ity, accuracy and efficiency in reservoir
stimulation. Dreamliner increases produc-
tivity by creating an array of targeted,
small-diameter laterals into formations. 

By using needles with rotating drillbits,
reservoir contact is increased without frac-
turing. Each Dreamliner joint contains
three needles, which are secured in place by
a drillthrough mechanism. Each of the
drillbits is driven by a turbine powered by
the main flow through the liner. Numerous
laterals are individually but simultaneously
drilled by harnessing fluid flow through the
turbines using standard rig-pumping
equipment and existing wellbore fluid. 

e system can increase productivity,
connect to natural fractures, penetrate flow
barriers, bypass damaged zones, place lat-
erals accurately, simplify operations and
control overbalance.

For more information about the Dream-
liner, visit Fishbones at booth 5241.

Technology Monitors Annulus During
All Phases of Operations
FMC Technologies has received an award
for the Annulus Monitoring System. It
provides independent condition monitor-
ing within the subsea wellhead from the
onset of drilling. e communication sys-
tem delivers actionable information to the
operator during critical phases of well in-
stallation and commissioning from multiple
analog or digital sensors within annular lo-
cations. e system enables monitoring of
fluid conditions between casing strings dur-
ing all phases of drilling, completion and
production operations by implementing a
novel communication technique capable of
transmitting through thick steel barriers
without wires or bulkhead connections. 

Unlike radio frequency communications,
the digital signal is not limited by the con-

ductivity of the metal barrier or surrounding seawater,
and unlike conventional acoustic communications, mul-
tipath “echoes” will not distort the signal. Communica-
tions are available during early phases of drilling and
throughout production without the need to shut in or re-
quire additional downhole equipment.

For more information about the Annulus Monitoring
System, visit FMC Technologies at booth 1941.

System Offers Full Acoustic Control of DST Tools
Halliburton has received an award for the RezConnect
Well Testing System. It is the industry’s first system to offer
full acoustic control of drillstem testing (DST) tools. Down-
hole samplers, valves and gauges are controlled in real time,
and their status is communicated to the surface for confi-
dence in the ability to control, measure and analyze the well.

Previously, control of DST tools was done through an-
nulus pressure manipulation. is system uses DynaLink
Telemetry System, a wireless downhole sensor and actu-
ator network using acoustic energy in the tubing string. 

e RezConnect system integrates all of the DST tools
and allows surface verification of their operational status.
It provides acoustic control of the DST tool and actuation
of downhole fluid samplers. e system also collects real-
time well flow measurement and bottomhole pressure
and temperature data for reservoir performance moni-
toring and analysis. 

For more information about the RezConnect Well Test-
ing System, visit Halliburton at booth 2271.

Cameron Mark iV ha BOP

Control system’s third POd

provides added redundancy

for improved operational

availability of the drilling sys-

tem to as much as 98%.

(image courtesy of Cameron)

fishbones’ dreamliner multilateral stim-

ulation system uses needles with rotat-

ing drillbits to increase reservoir contact

without fracturing. (image courtesy of

fishbones)

The annulus Monitoring system enables monitoring of

fluid conditions between casing strings during all

phases of drilling, completion and production opera-

tions. (image courtesy of fMC Technologies) see SPoTLIGHT aWarDS continued on page 30
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The OTC Distinguished Achievement and Heritage
awards are bestowed to individuals and an organiza-

tion each year for their significant contributions to im-
pacts on the offshore energy industry. When choosing
award recipients, the OTC Awards Committee considers
major technological, humanitarian, environmental and
leadership contributions to the industry. 

is year’s Distinguished Achievement Award for In-
dividuals was awarded to Elmer “Bud” Danenberger III

for his contributions to offshore safety and environmental
protection. Danenberger worked with the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior in the offshore oil and gas program
for 38 years. He also co-authored legislation leading to
offshore renewable energy and alternate use authority.

e recipient of the Distinguished Achievement Award
for Companies was Petrobras. e company was recog-
nized for its presalt development, the application of ul-
tradeepwater solutions and setting new water depth
records in that area. 

e Heritage Award was presented to Ray R. Ayers, a
staff consultant at Stress Engineering Services Inc. Ayers

is recognized for his 50-plus years in offshore R&D and
his contributions to the industry through joint-industry
programs he formed during his 31-year career at Shell
and through R&D work he performed for the Pipeline
Research Council International, DeepStar, the Bureau of
Safety and Environmental Enforcement, and Research
Partnerships to Secure Energy for America.

As in past years, the award recipients were scheduled
to be recognized at the Annual OTC Dinner on Sunday,
May 3, at NRG Stadium. is event not only acknowl-
edges industry achievements but also raises funds for a
worthy cause and provides an opportunity for industry

professionals to network with colleagues
from around the world. is year’s net pro-
ceeds will be donated to Houston Inde-
pendent School District’s Energy Institute
High School, the first energy institute for
grades nine through 12 in the U.S. Over the
past four years, $925,000 has been donated
to charitable organizations through the An-
nual OTC Dinner. Look for photos of the
awards dinner in the Tuesday paper.

OTC officials have announced that the
Distinguished Achievement Award pro-
gram is expanding to two other OTC
events. e Arctic Technology Conference
and OTC Brasil will both host versions of
this program in 2015.  n

For more details on the three OTC award re-
cipients, see their individual stories elsewhere
in this edition.

oTC recognizes Significant Impacts, 
Contributions to Industry
n e OTC Distinguished Achievement and Heritage awards acknowledge the notable activities and/or 
developments that have benefitted the offshore energy industry.

By ariana BenaVidez

Balmoral First to achieve 

Distributed Buoyancy aPI 17L

accreditation

Global deepwater buoyancy and polymer
specialist Balmoral Offshore Engineering
has received American Petroleum Institute
(API) approval for its buoyancy and
clamping system for flexible riser pipe and
umbilicals, making it the first company in
the industry to achieve such accreditation.

e API 17L specification stipulates the
minimum requirements for the design,
material selection, manufacture, documen-
tation, testing, marking and packaging of
flexible pipe ancillary equipment.

e buoyancy modules are supplied in
two halves and attached to the flexible pipe
using the company’s patented clamping
system. e modules are spaced along the
flexible pipe to achieve certain riser config-
urations such as lazy, steep, pliant or W-
wave. ey are a critical component of the
riser package and are required to perform
for the life of the field.

e API accreditation covers all materi-
als, design, testing and manufacturing
methodologies used in the system to pro-
vide upli of up to 4.65 Te at water depths
to 10,000 .

industry
news

see INDUSTry NeWS

continued on page 16





The OTC Awards Committee acknowledges individuals
and companies every year that have greatly contributed

to or made an impact on the industry. Elmer P. “Bud” Da-
nenberger III was awarded this year’s OTC Distinguished
Achievement Award for Individuals for his contributions
to offshore safety and environmental protection. 

“It was an honor just to have been nominated, and I
want to thank Art Schroeder [at] Energy Valley Inc. for
that. I was very surprised, shocked really, when I learned

that I had been selected. It still
hasn’t quite sunk in—such is the
magnitude of this conference and
my respect for past winners of the
award, some of whom I have had
the privilege of working with dur-
ing my career,” he said.

Danenberger worked with the
U.S. Department of the Interior in
the offshore oil and gas program for
38 years. He co-authored legislation
leading to offshore renewable energy and alternate use

authority. He was one of the founders of the International
Regulators’ Forum, a group of offshore safety regulators
that shares information, promotes consistent practices
and addresses common concerns. He also approved and
monitored the first exploratory drilling in the North At-
lantic and the first California development north of Point
Conception. In addition, he authored papers on the
causes and occurrence rates for Outer Continental Shelf
oil spills and blowouts.

Following retirement, Danenberger offers consulting
services specializing in offshore safety, pollution preven-
tion and regulatory policy. He consulted with the National

Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon
oil spill and was one of the main investiga-
tors for the Blowout Risk Assessment Joint
Industry Project.

Among his accomplishments, Danen-
berger said he is most proud of the work that
was done by his North Atlantic District office
from 1980 to 1984. “We helped facilitate the
first exploratory drilling on Georges Bank by
working closely with the offshore industry,
state and local officials, commercial fisher-
men, the scientific community, the media and
public interest groups. In a highly charged po-
litical environment, our small office [only
nine people] reviewed the exploration plans,
prepared the environmental assessments, ap-
proved the drilling permits, conducted in-
spections and worked with the scientific
community on a comprehensive monitoring
program. In partnership with the Coast
Guard, we tested spill response capabilities
and conducted the first-ever unannounced
offshore response exercises,” he said. “Look-
ing back, I think we had the ideal framework
for regulating frontier oil and gas exploration.
Current regulators would benefit from study-
ing that model.”

However, Danenberger believes that the
achievements that most benefited the in-
dustry came as a result of the joint efforts
following the 2004 to 2005 hurricane sea-
sons. “Aer hurricanes Ivan, Katrina and
Rita, it was apparent that significant and
immediate improvements in MODU [mo-
bile offshore drilling unit] mooring capa-
bilities were needed,” he said. With the
support and participation of Secretary of
the Interior Gale Norton and Minerals
Management Service (MMS) Director
Johnnie Burton, Danenberger met them in
Washington, D.C., to develop a plan for im-
proving the station-keeping performance
of MODUs with a timetable to ensure that
mitigations would be in place prior to the
following hurricane season.

Rather than attempting to develop new
regulations, the group led the industry to
propose solutions that addressed the identi-
fied concerns. “e effort was a resounding
success. In addition to addressing station-
keeping concerns, a comprehensive list of
hurricane issues was developed. e industry
and government then worked together to as-
sess mitigations and develop new standards
and procedures,” Danenberger said.

Danenberger will continue to focus on off-
shore safety, pollution prevention and regu-
latory policy issues “as long as I think I can
make a contribution,” he said. “is is what I
have done for 44 years, and my work is as in-
teresting today as it was when I began.” n

Consultant Honored for Contributions to 
offshore Safety, environmental Protection
n Aer 44 years in the industry, Distinguished Achievement Award winner says “work is as interesting today
as it was when I began.”

By ariana BenaVidez
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elmer P. “Bud”
danenberger iii
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as technology innovation continues to push the
boundaries of the oil and gas industry into exciting

and challenging new frontiers, young professionals
should prepare to step to the forefront and take on ever-
greater responsibilities. 

During OTC 2015, the Next Wave Program will look
at these opportunities on a worldwide basis, with a theme
of “thinking globally: your impact as a young profes-
sional.” With many changes and advances taking place in
E&P, refining and operations, the next generation must
assume greater leadership to reach these new frontiers,
both domestic and worldwide. 

“e program has a great balance between speeches, in-
teractive discussion and networking oppor-
tunities,” said Amber Sturrock, Next Wave
Committee chair. “Attendees have a great
opportunity to network with people from all
aspects of the energy industry from compa-
nies large and small.”

Patricia Vega, president and CEO of
GE Oil & Gas, Latin America, will deliver
the keynote speech, and Sophie Hilde-
brand, exploration director, Gulf of Mex-
ico, for BP will serve as moderator.
Panelists will include Christi Craddick,
chairman of the Texas Railroad Commis-
sion; Rick Fowler, vice president of deep-
water projects for LLOG Exploration
Co.; Michelle Michot Foss, chief energy
economist and program manager for the
University of Texas; and Mario Ruscev,
CTO for Baker Hughes. 

ese industry leaders will offer insight
into the challenges ahead and how young
professionals can best face them while rec-
ognizing the increased interconnectivity of
the global industry. Attendees also will
learn strategies for obtaining a job in these
new markets and becoming a driving force
for the future of the industry.

Even during the current low-price en-
vironment, opportunities exist for young
professionals within the industry. “The
cycles that come with commodity price
fluctuations can create development op-
portunities that you might not expect,”
Hildebrand said. “Keep a learning atti-
tude throughout your career, even during
experiences you don’t particularly like.
Be patient and treat those struggles as
opportunities for learning, not just com-
plaining. Good things can come from
bad experiences.”  

Vega encourages young professionals
just starting out to actively seek knowledge,
remain aware of new demands and have
the ability to anticipate and solve problems.
“[ey] must demonstrate interest in their
respective functional areas, and I would say
that proactivity, dynamism and accounta-
bility are strategic skills here,” she said.

Young energy professionals also should
build strong foundations in their disci-
plines, establishing a core skill set upon
which to build as they advance through the
industry, Hildebrand advised. “e energy
sector is dynamic, and we are constantly
adapting to changing landscapes and new
challenges,” she said. “Having a solid foun-
dation in a particular area or subject will
help you find your footing. Use that foun-
dation to demonstrate the value you bring,
not only to your company but to the indus-
try as a whole.”

Taking time to develop strong technical expertise
will prove crucial to any young professional’s career
development, she added. In addition, showcasing in-
clusive behavior and a team mentality can help a
young professional distinguish herself from her peers.
“Embrace the diverse perspectives and viewpoints of
your colleagues and use them as learning opportuni-
ties to advance your own career,” Hildebrand said. 

Building a professional network also can help set the
stage for success. Young professionals should join uni-
versity and alumni groups, industry trade groups and
external organizations, attend meetings, lunches and
gatherings; and connect using social media, Vega said.
“It is important to keep in touch with people from your
network,” she added. “A friendly call or message to ex-
change professional or commercial information, to

greet on an important date or just to schedule a lunch
can help establish deeper relationships that will add to
your network.”

With the great crew change taking place, increased op-
portunities will exist for growth and development of the
next generation of industry professionals. “Motivated
professionals should have ample room for growth and
prosperity over their careers within the industry,” Stur-
rock said.

Vega agrees, noting how the ambition and vitality
brought by young professionals creates a more dynamic
work environment, “which will reflect directly in the ca-
pacity of a company to compete globally.” “I believe com-
panies like GE that are always grasping for innovations
and seeking to transform the world we live in are especially
well-positioned to benefit from this great talent.” n

encouraging young Professionals to Think Globally
n e Next Wave Program examines global opportunities for the next generation of leaders. 

By Mary hOGan



each year, the OTC Awards Committee recognizes in-
dividuals and companies that have made a significant

impact or contributions to the industry by presenting them
with the OTC Distinguished Achievement and Heritage
awards. is year, OTC awarded Petrobras with the Dis-
tinguished Achievement Award for Companies for its
achievement in the presalt development offshore Brazil,
where it successfully implemented ultradeepwater solu-
tions and set new water-depth records. 

“Petrobras increased its efforts in technology develop-
ment to exploit this hard-to-access resource in waters up

to 2,200 m [7,218 ],” OTC said on its website. “By the
end of 2014, Petrobras was producing more than 700,000
bbl/d of oil in the presalt layer of the Campos and Santos
basins. e oil and gas production in this challenging en-
vironment demanded the development of different riser
systems, which were successfully applied and are now
available for the industry. Additionally, Petrobras
achieved a significant reduction in the drilling and com-
pletion time for wells.”

Winners were scheduled to be honored on Sunday, May
3, at the Annual OTC Dinner. Aldemir Bendine, CEO,
was scheduled to receive the award on behalf of Petrobras. 

“We believe that the technologies developed and ap-
plied to the presalt will leave an important legacy to the

industry,” said Marcos Assayag,
E&P executive manager of the in-
vestment management program in
rigs and stationary production units
for Petrobras.

e solutions, adapted to the
conditions specific to the presalt
scenario with its ultradeep reser-
voirs beneath a salt layer more than
2,000 m (6,562 ) thick, might be
used by Petrobras and other oil and
gas operators whenever similar con-

ditions are found, he said. “We are confident that this
award is the result of the availability of these new techno-

logical solutions to the industry.”
Various departments within Petrobras

were involved in the development of the
technologies. e company’s E&P depart-
ment and Cenpes research center played
important roles in the search for technolog-
ical solutions to address the challenging
conditions of the presalt. “We have estab-
lished several interdepartmental programs
to develop technologies in areas such as
reservoir management, well engineering,
flow assurance, riser technology and CO₂
natural gas topside separation. It is impor-
tant to note that all work was carried out in
close proximity with our suppliers and the
scientific community, who made very im-
portant contributions to the presalt project
and were an essential part of the develop-
ment effort,” he said. 

As with any offshore project, challenges
can arise. e presalt fields posed several
challenging aspects, including location (ul-
tradeep water and distance to shore) and
reservoir and fluid properties. e most
significant challenges included very hetero-
geneous carbonate reservoir and seismic
imaging complexity, thick salt layers and
very deep reservoirs, and the presence of
contaminants (CO₂ and H₂S) in the reser-
voirs and ultradeep waters. 

However, Petrobras overcame these ob-
stacles. “is unique combination of tech-
nical and logistical challenges created the
opportunity for the development of new
solutions and technologies,” Assayag said.
For example, a consequence of the presence
of contaminants in the produced fluids was
the necessity of a careful definition of the
materials to be used in well tubulars, flow-
lines and risers as well as inside the process-
ing plants. In response, an extensive
laboratory study was launched at Cenpes
that aimed to test different alloys to select
the materials (metallic and elastomeric)
able to withstand the high pressures and
aggressive environment. A qualification
program for flexible risers and subsea flow-
lines also was performed in cooperation
with the industry.  

One of the greater lessons learned from
the production experiences in the presalt
layer dealt with long-term reservoir pro-
duction behavior. When Petrobras started
to define the Lula pilot design, its main
concern was that the presalt microbialite
carbonate reservoirs could behave like
most of the carbonate reservoirs: exhibiting
a high initial rate, followed by a sharp de-

Petrobras recognized for Its Presalt 
Development Technologies
n e company receives the OTC Distinguished Achievement Award for the third time.

By ariana BenaVidez
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Marcos assayag 
(Photo by 
Cris isidoro)

see PeTroBraS
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as operators began to set their sights on huge reserves
located in the Gulf of Mexico’s Lower Tertiary and

other ultradeepwater plays, the disparity between today’s
conventional deepwater completions technology and
what is needed for tomorrow’s wells became increasingly
more pronounced. Safe, economic devel-
opment of these reservoirs would require a
step change in technology and a new ap-
proach to collaboration and integration.

In 2012, Baker Hughes announced the
creation of its Lower Tertiary Integrated
Product Team (IPT), an integrated cross-
functional group dedicated to closing the
frontier technology gap in anticipation of
today’s ultradeepwater opportunities.
The IPT’s first mission was to design and
deliver the Hammerhead system, the in-
dustry’s first ultradeepwater wellhead-to-
reservoir integrated completion and
production solution. 

e integrated system is designed for
wells as deep as 10,060 m (33,000 ) total
vertical depth, located in water depths up to
3,050 m (10,000 ), and it must perform re-
liably in pressures and temperatures up to
22,500 psi and 150 C (300 F). In addition to
unlocking hydrocarbons from tight, low-
permeability formations through massive
stimulation treatments, it also must sustain
production volumes as great as 20 Mbbl/d,
or more, for decades. Meeting these chal-
lenges required a new portfolio of products
designed for HP/HT conditions, and these
new products also must work together as a
fully integrated system. is holistic engi-
neering approach would help to reduce op-
erational risk and eliminate the burden of
multivendor integration.  

e development process for the Ham-
merhead system started with validating de-
sign and scope through customer feedback.
Key requirements included long-term, safe
and reliable operation in extreme condi-
tions, full regulatory compliance, reliable
well control, and ultimately, the ability to
secure the planned return on investment. 

For the last three years, the IPT—com-
posed of 95 dedicated members from vari-
ous disciplines including operations,
customer service, engineering, reliability,
quality and supply chain—operated outside
of the typical business model for product
development, enabling rapid engineering
design and development of the system as
well as shortened manufacturing lead
times. is approach accelerated the system
to market in less than half of the time com-
pared to the typical development cycle for
a system of its scope. e reservoir devel-
opment services team was involved at every
stage of development to help optimize com-
pletion design, placement and fracture de-
sign based on the reservoir, formation,
geomechanics and petrophysics of the
Lower Tertiary geology. Much of the re-
search and design work occurred at Baker

Hughes’ Center for Technology Innovation (CTI), located
in Houston. CTI is capable of testing up to 40,000 psi and
371 C (700 F)—the highest in the world. e test cells at
CTI were critical in validating specifications of every
component. e IPT worked closely with operators
through every phase of development.

Integrated Ultradeepwater 
Completions System 
optimizes Production 
n e ultradeepwater wellhead-to-reservoir integrated completion
and production solution includes long-term, safe and reliable 
operation in extreme conditions.

COnTriBuTed By BaKer huGhes
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The lower completion section of the hammerhead sys-

tem includes a flexconnect screen, isolation packer,

monitoring sleeves and production sleeves. (image

courtesy of Baker hughes)



Protective shareholder messaging does not equate to
the pulse of the sector. Robin Allan, chairman of the

independent explorers’ association Brindex and a direc-
tor of Premier Oil, told the BBC in the U.K. that the in-
dustry was “close to collapse” back in December 2014. It
was one of many comments that led to alarm about the
health of the North Sea, E&P activities and the oilfield
services sector. Comments like these need to be taken in
context and their intended purpose evaluated. It is
demonstrably not the case that the North Sea industry
has collapsed, or is close to it. Indeed, it is unlikely this
is what Allan intended to state. is article offers a view

on what some of the issues are and what the industry can
potentially do about them.

ere is no doubt that there are some challenges
ahead, but there are still plenty of opportunities for op-
erators, contractors and the diverse supply chain alike.
is is especially true when the full life cycle of opera-
tions is taken into account, and the North Sea is still, and
will likely always be, a center of excellence for the off-
shore industry.

Looking in more depth at companies currently work-
ing offshore, the oen overlooked supply chain including
and beyond the major Tier 1 contractors is working as
hard as ever, although the focus has shied from strug-
gling to meet demand to finding better and more cost-
effective ways of performing work offshore.

Cost inflation not necessarily the issue 
e term “cost inflation” oen is used, and the offshore
supply chain is frequently blamed for this. However,
given that the vast majority of companies are simply re-
sponding to customer and industry requirements and the
methods of procurement involved, is this really fair?
Costs have gone up, in general, but so has complexity.
Contractors and suppliers oen are required to move
very quickly and have made big investments in their own
capacity to satisfy and respond to imperatives from op-
erators. It is true that service companies and equipment
suppliers oen are building capacity speculatively. Cer-
tainly, sometimes big margins are made, especially for
those companies that get the right balance between risk
and reward. Even in these cases, though, are successful,

growing businesses to be blamed? Typi-
cally, profits made are reinvested to build
capacity or innovate to better serve the in-
dustry; some might end up being paid out
as a dividend to private or public share-
holders, but the majority of these stake-
holders are interested in growing the value
of their equity, which means growing the
business in which they have invested.

Value innovation is key
A narrow focus on cost from operators can
be dangerous. Safety can never be compro-
mised, and a significant part of what is
deemed cost inflation in the run up to sum-
mer 2014 came from operator preferences
(and commendable commitment) toward
improving safety performance and safety
margins. is is seen quite acutely in equip-
ment tolerances that typically require more
steel or redundancy, additional or better
trained personnel, and greater emphasis on
upfront planning and procedures, which
take time and money. With that in mind,
what is the best way to work with contrac-
tors, find a means to think creatively and
develop safe new methods or solutions?
Can cost effectiveness be innovated?

ere is an embedded incentive to do
more, be better, be more cost effective, and
find ways to be more efficient and save
time. Operators and Tier 1 contractors
(typically those owning significant fleets of
vessels), might be best served by coming to
the table in a spirit of partnership, getting
across their preference for value and how
they want that delivered, rather than top-
down cost pressures that might end up im-
pacting operational performance.

e way forward 
Tactics trump strategy in the short term.
For operators, contractors, equipment sup-
pliers, firms based around manpower and
others alike, the fundamentals of better
communication, increasing emphasis on a
timely understanding of requirements and
emphasis on operational practicalities at
the front-end planning stages (i.e. doing
the seemingly obvious and simple things
well) will surely help. For the supply chain
specifically, getting closer to customers and
understanding the market are imperative.
Who is going to be most active? Where and
how do they want to approach the project?

Commercially, operators might want to
consider more efficient use of master serv-
ice agreements (MSAs). Reducing com-

Long Live the North Sea
n A review of the issues facing those involved in the North Sea supply chain in light of the current 
economic climate shows the region is not dead.

By andreW PaTersOn, infield sysTeMs
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The OTC Awards Committee honors individuals
and organizations annually that have made tech-

nological, humanitarian, environmental
and/or leadership contributions to the
offshore energy industry. This year, Ray
R. Ayers, Ph.D., P.E., was awarded the
OTC Heritage Award in acknowledgment
of his more than 50 years in offshore R&D
through joint-industry programs (JIPs)
he formed at Shell and R&D work he
completed for the Pipeline Research
Council International, DeepStar, the Bu-
reau of Safety and Environmental En-
forcement, and Research Partnerships to
Secure Energy for America. 

Ayers, staff con-
sultant at Stress En-
gineering Services
Inc., joined the com-
pany in 1999 after a
31-year career with
Shell. During his
tenure he led several
major developments
including testing of

techniques to measure and arrest buckles
in offshore pipelines and performing the
first wave tank testing of oil spill
cleanup on water, which formed the
basis for the design of today’s booms and
skimmers. He also led programs at Stress
to make deepwater fiber rope mooring
systems safer and more cost-effective
and formed the DW RUPE Pipeline and
HP/HT Flowline repair projects to im-
prove environmental safety, OTC said on
its website. 

Ayers has been granted 49 patents and
has received numerous other technical and
leadership awards, including one from the
American Gas Association for “engineer of
the year” in 1993.

“I started my engineering career in the
U.S. space industry working on the Saturn
V to reach the moon, and now my career
has turned to the deepwater oil and gas in-
dustry to reach new resources—different
atmospheres but the same engineering fun-
damentals,” Ayers said.

From 1968 to 1970, Ayers performed
early 12-in. pipe bending/buckling pressure
vessel tests in water that was 305 m (1,000
) deep. is led to a key patent on arrest-
ing propagating buckles found during test-
ing, he said. “One key development was the
Auger TLP [tension-leg platform] steel
catenary riser development in 1994, fol-
lowed by hundreds more and counting,”
Ayers said. 

He also organized, funded, managed and
facilitated 12 different JIPs from 1974 to
1989 to develop technical solutions for
deepwater oil and gas pipeline systems,

which formed the basis for current-day deepwater
pipeline technology, he said. 

Ayers noted, “The offshore industry has been
strong and prosperous over these many decades, and
I believe it will continue to prosper and provide op-

portunities to those who follow me. The role of gov-
ernment is to provide the environment for prosperity,
and the role of industry organizations is to promote
research and development of new ideas and to sup-
port safe practices.”  n

research engineer Is 2015 Heritage award Winner
n is year’s honoree is recognized for more than 50 years in offshore R&D. 

By ariana BenaVidez

ray r. ayers



The BOP, a primary component of the subsea drilling
stack system, contains wellbore pressures by sealing

around or shearing through drillpipe, as necessary. A
subsea control system’s point of distribution (POD) is the
component by which BOPs and other parts of the subsea
stack are operated, oen in water depths up to 3,658 m
(12,000 ). Retrieval of the subsea control system POD
for unexpected maintenance can cost drillers several days
of downtime and millions of dollars.

Conventional subsea BOP control systems use a two-

POD design, providing a single redundant spare POD.
is means that if the primary POD becomes unavail-
able, drillers can switch to the second POD to control the
BOPs and seal the well before bringing the BOP stack to
the surface to repair the nonworking POD. Unfortu-
nately, this also means that the stack still must be pulled
for repair if one of the two PODs fails.

In response to the need for added redundancy to fur-
ther reduce downtime, Cameron has introduced its Mark
IV high-availability (HA) control system, featuring the
industry’s first three-POD design as an option for subsea
BOPs, which eliminates the need to pull the stack if the
primary POD fails.

Control system design, capabilities
e Mark IV HA control system is built
upon the Mark III design. Cameron im-
proved upon its Mark III two-POD technol-
ogy to allow for an innovative three-POD
configuration without increasing the size of
the subsea stack.

In addition, the new system allows
drillers to continue operating when one
POD becomes unavailable. e nonwork-
ing POD can be repaired when the stack is
pulled for scheduled maintenance. Because
of this configuration, Cameron’s Mark IV
HA control system improves operational
availability to as much as 98% and reduces
the likelihood of a POD-related stack pull
by up to 73%. Each time the BOP stack is
run to the wellhead, there is risk of damage,
failures and contamination of the environ-
ment. By reducing the need to retrieve the
stack in the event of a control POD failure,
the risks associated with the retrieval and
rerunning of the stack are reduced as well. 

Each Mark IV HA POD also increases
functionality over the Mark III POD by
33%. e simplified design improves relia-
bility and creates a smaller footprint. Tub-
ing connections have been reduced by 50%,
therefore decreasing potential leak paths.
Redundant solenoid pilot regulators have
been added so that they are no longer a sin-
gle point of failure within the POD. Pres-
sure-compensated pilot accumulators
adjust automatically for water depth, miti-
gating the risk of human error and reduc-
ing maintenance costs. POD size was
reduced by 26%, and the weight is one-
third less than competing control PODs. n

System Increases Subsea BoP 
Control System availability
n Industry’s first three-POD system, a Spotlight Award winner, adds 
a redundant spare.

By ashley OrGan, CaMerOn
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The added redundancy on Cameron’s new three-POd

system increases stack availability to 98% with a

smaller footprint than conventional two-POd systems.

(image courtesy of Cameron)

e d5 program is about more than listen-
ing, he said. “is will be a full-contact sport,”
Balint said. “d5 offers the chance to be ex-
posed to great thinking and then provides the
opportunity to mix it up, probe and explore
what-ifs with the speakers and peers in dis-
cussion sessions. Our intention is to have par-
ticipants leave with new ideas to impact their
company and our industry. ere are only 400
seats available for this extraordinary program.
I recommend people book a seat as soon as
possible to assure they can be part of this.” 

Whether the fresh thinking from the out-
side that d5 hopes to achieve will result in new
solutions for offshore operations remains to
be seen, but the effort seems well worthwhile.
One thing that almost all offshore players
would agree upon is that the industry can’t
keep doing things the same way forever. n

THINKING continued from page 1





To achieve the approval, Balmoral worked closely with
independent body Bureau Veritas on an 11-month de-
velopment program that consisted of four phases: quality
audit, design review, material qualification, and inspec-
tion and testing.

Other Balmoral products currently under final review by
Bureau Veritas include bend stiffeners and restrictors. Full
accreditation on these is expected by summer 2015.

remaining Two elements for Ichthys

Turret Delivered

Inpex Corp.’s successful delivery of the remaining two el-
ements for the turret of the Ichthys LNG Project’s FPSO
turret—the gantry and manifold—were delivered to
DSME in April 2015. e first of three elements took
place in fourth-quarter 2014. Designed and built by SBM
Offshore, the 30-m (98-) tall, 4,000-tonne lower turret
cylinder sailed from Keppel yard in Singapore to the
DSME shipyard in South Korea where it was integrated
into the hull of the FPSO. e turret is part of a turret
mooring system also being engineered by SBM Offshore.

e SBM Offshore Malaysia Regional Centre project
managed the construction and delivery of the turret. 

Twelve Gas Wells Being Plugged and

abandoned in North Sea

Archer, a global supplier of drilling and well services, has
commenced operations to permanently plug and aban-

don (P&A) 12 gas wells on Statoil’s Heimdal platform in
the Norwegian North Sea. Archer teams have been in-
volved both onshore and offshore in the commissioning,
mobilizing, interfacing and installation of the Archer
Topaz MDR for the Statoil Heimdal P&A campaign. 

e Archer Topaz modular drilling rig (MDR) follows
the design of Archer’s first modular rig, the Archer Emer-
ald, which was a breakthrough in the field of offshore
drilling. Archer’s MDRs are designed to stand alone. Op-
erating in line with current NORSOK regulations, the
company’s MDR fleet can be rigged up on most offshore
installations and perform the majority of drilling opera-
tions typically carried out from a platform, including
completions and P&A.

Archer’s modular rig packages are lighter and more
compact than alternatives, reducing the platform size re-
quired, size of the drilling crew and associated construc-
tion costs. ey can be tailored to meet field-specific
requirements, providing operators with a cost-efficient
alternative to both mobile offshore drilling units and tra-
ditional platform drilling rigs on existing and planned
installations. 

e flexibility of the Archer Topaz made it well-suited
for deployment on the Heimdal Field center where, in
addition to the ongoing P&A activity, installation up-
grades are underway to keep the field operational as a gas
processing and distribution hub until 2030. 

exxon mobil Begins Production at

Hadrian South in Gom

Exxon Mobil Corp. has begun production in the deep-
water Gulf of Mexico (GoM) at Hadrian South with fa-
cilities tied back to the nearby Lucius project, reducing
additional infrastructure requirements.

Daily gross production from Hadrian South, Exxon
Mobil’s deepest subsea tieback in nearly a mile and a half
of water, is expected to reach about 8.50 MMcu.m (300
MMcf) of gas and 3,000 bbl of liquids from two wells.

Hadrian South is a subsea production system with
flowlines connected to the Anadarko-operated Lucius
truss spar, which started production in January. With the
startup of Hadrian South and Lucius, Exxon Mobil’s total
GoM net production capacity has increased by more
than 45,000 boe/d. Exxon Mobil holds a 46.7% interest
in Hadrian South and a 23.3% interest in Lucius.

Hadrian South is located about 370 km (230 miles) off-
shore in the Keathley Canyon area of the GoM in about

2,332 m (7,650 ) of water. e discovery well, Hadrian-
2, was drilled in 2008 and the appraisal well, the Hadrian-
4 sidetrack, was completed in 2009.

Exxon Mobil operates Hadrian South; co-venturers
Petrobras and Eni hold 23.3% and 30%, respectively.

Hadrian South adds to Exxon Mobil’s GoM produc-
tion operations, where the company has produced oil
and gas for more than 60 years.

First Hybrid Boom Crane 

Nears Completion

In April 2015, Huisman started with the final factory
acceptance testing of its
first 900-mt Rope Luffing
Knuckle Boom Crane,
now called the Hybrid
Boom Crane, at the quay-
side of the Huisman
China Production facility
in Zhangzhou. The crane
was fully assembled in
the main assembly hall
and upended by Huis-
man’s 2,400-mt Quayside
Crane. In the coming
weeks, the crane will un-
dergo an intensive fac-
tory acceptance testing
program, after which it
will be shipped to
Hyundai Heavy Indus-
tries in Ulsan, South

Korea. The crane will then be installed, commissioned
and tested on board Subsea 7’s Seven Arctic.

e hybrid boom design combines the advantages of
regular pedestal cranes and traditional knuckle boom
cranes. Due to the crane design the main and knuckle
boom have a low construction weight; therefore, the
crane practically matches the excellent load curves of a
pedestal crane with a fixed boom. With the knuckle
boom in an extended position, the crane offers a high-
liing height with full-liing capacity, which is normally
only available with a fixed boom. On top of this, the hy-
brid boom design secures the key advantages of tradi-
tional knuckle boom cranes, such as a low suspension
point and reduction of load swing. 

e crane is fully electrically driven. is environmen-
tally friendly drive system provides precise
control over crane and load movements
with low noise levels, reduced maintenance
and no risk of oil spills. A real-time heave
compensation and shock-absorbing system
further increases the operational weather
window for safe and accurate installation of
subsea infrastructure components.  

reduced-weight Passive Fire 

Protection Product Launched

AkzoNobel has launched a new Chartek
epoxy passive fire protection product.
Chartek 8E provides significant reductions
in applied weight to offshore oil and gas
structures, according to the company. It is
available with or without mesh reinforce-
ment and is optimized to provide 60 min-
utes of resistance to the effects of pool fires
without the use of mesh; a 60-minute re-
sistance to the effects of jet fire also can be
achieved through the use of mesh rein-
forcement. Since its first introduction in
the 1970s, Chartek technology has been
used by many of the world’s oil majors in
regions such as the North Sea, the Arctic
and the tropics. 

Visit the International Paint LLC at booth
5945 for more information. n

industry news (continued from page 6)
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The Ichthys lnG Project’s fPsO turret was built by

sBM Offshore. (Photo courtesy of inpex)

huisman will demonstrate

the features of the hybrid

Boom Crane with a fully

operational scale model at

booth 2327. (Photo cour-

tesy of huisman) 
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secureView casing and cement evalua-
tion service is a combination of tools

that assess and monitor casing and cement
quality in a single trip. is minimizes
nonproductive time and enhances data
quality by delivering a complementary and
independent set of measurements that fa-
cilitate log-quality control, data confidence
and a comprehensive analysis by the inter-
preter. Together, this configuration pro-
vides well-integrity peace-of-mind during
possible remediation work. 

Changes in casing thickness, methods of
pipe manufacturing, changes in the fluid
inside the well and quality of centralization
can all pose challenges for accurate evalu-
ation of the overall acoustic impedance of
material behind the pipe. 

e Ultraview ultrasonic radial-scanner
tool uses a rotating ultrasonic transmitter/re-
ceiver sensor to scan the borehole and cal-
culate casing and cement properties. e
CalView multisensor-caliper tool uses an
array of 40 or 60 precision-calibrated inde-
pendent mechanical arms to measure the
casing inner diameter (ID) with excellent ac-
curacy and resolution. e redundancy of
both complementary ID measurements

Casing, Cement
evaluation
Service 
enhances Data
Quality
n Combination of tools
yields complementary
measurements for both
casing and cement-sheath
assessments in a single run.

COnTriBuTed By WeaTherfOrd

from the ultrasonic and mechanical tools adds confidence
to the data acquired and validates the response of the ul-
trasonic thickness measurement.

e FluxView magnetic-flux leakage tool uses a pow-
erful magnet to produce concentrated levels of magnetic
flux in the casing wall. Casing defects within this mag-
netic field will cause the magnetic flux to “leak” from the
casing, which is then detected and discriminated by an
array of Hall effects sensors. e length, width and depth
of the defects can be quantified regardless of whether the
defect is located in the outside or inside of the casing

wall. is tool identifies anomalies either in or near cas-
ing collars.

e Bondview cement-bond tool uses a sonic trans-
mitter and two receivers to provide traditional datasets
including amplitude, travel time, signature and variable
density-log data used in the interpretation and analysis
of casing-to-cement and cement-to-formation bonds.
is tool is designed to maintain good centralization in
horizontal wells while sampling the casing eight times

The secureView logging platform features

the combinability of measurements that

yield complementary answers for both

casing and cement assessments in a sin-

gle run. (image courtesy of Weatherford)

see eVaLUaTIoN continued on page 31
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douglas-Westwood (DW) forecasts global subsea
hardware capex to total $145 billion between 2015

and 2019. e near-term growth story for subsea hard-
ware has, however, been significantly eroded due to the
decline in oil price. 

e movement in the oil price since June 2014 presents
a major challenge for operators of subsea developments as
these oen can be among the most capital intensive and
technologically challenging in the industry. As operators

(and their investors) have increased focus on cash flow, the
higher upfront costs associated with these projects have
le them vulnerable to deferrals and cancellations. e im-
pact on the market already is evident: Subsea tree orders
in 2014 totaled 233, the lowest volume for a decade. 

Despite these near-term concerns, the long-term fun-
damentals of the subsea hardware industry are robust
and represent a growth story as they benefit from con-
tinued hydrocarbon demand growth, declining conven-
tional reserves and technological improvements. Over
the next five years, development activity in the estab-
lished deepwater provinces, coupled with the start of field

development in frontier areas, such as the Eastern
Mediterranean and East Africa, will support expenditure. 

Market forecast
Subsea hardware spend will be the highest in Africa, Asia
and Latin America, with the three regions combining to

form almost half of the global total. Expen-
diture continues trending toward deeper
waters with about 42% of total spend in the
next five years targeting projects in water
depths greater than 1,000 m (3,281 ).

Subsea production equipment, subsea
umbilicals, risers and flowlines (SURF),
and pipelines each attract about one-third
of all expenditure by component, with
higher capacity and capability equipment a
theme throughout the sector. e develop-
ment of remote fields, the addition of new
project phases and the tieback of satellite
fields into subsea hubs continue to support
SURF expenditure over the forecast period. 

In contrast to low orders, subsea tree in-
stallations in 2014 were higher than ever
before, and this will continue due to crucial
projects both offshore Brazil and West
Africa. is record is expected to be topped
every year until 2018 when current project
cancellations and uncertainty due to oil
price decline contributes to a contraction
in the market. In 2019, however, DW fore-
casts 435 tree installations, for a 21% in-
crease over 2015.

Marginal fields remain a key driver, but the
impact of these fields will be lessened by oil
price uncertainty. Sanctioned marginal proj-
ects, such as Kraken, will continue as planned,
but new projects face a high risk of develop-
ment plan delays at this time. Similarly,
harsher environments in the North Sea, east-
ern Canada and areas of Asia are challenging
for platforms, improving subsea project via-
bility. However, due to the high specification
of subsea hardware and installation vessels re-
quired for these developments, they oen
need a high oil price to be economic.

As shallow-water opportunities become
limited, the development of deepwater re-
serves should accelerate. However, many
deepwater developments are uneconomical
with oil under $60/bbl to $80/bbl a barrel
(exceptions include Petrobras’ presalt fields,
which the company claims break even at
$40 to $45). e market relies on a stable,
higher oil price for continued growth. 

ere has been much focus on techno-
logical progress recently to ensure, for ex-
ample, hardware can withstand higher
pressures. However, a key need for the in-
dustry at this point in the cycle is the ability
to deliver projects efficiently, and operators
are focusing on cost-reduction initiatives.
While some operators are showing enthu-
siasm for other initiatives such as subsea
processing technology, it is to be expected
that the adoption of such technology and
the overall appetite for technology risk will
be impacted by the lower oil price. n

Subsea Spend to Plateau, 
Backlogs at Near record Levels 
n Sanctioned marginal projects will continue as planned, but new 
projects face a high risk of development plan delays at this time.

COnTriBuTed By dOuGlas-WesTWOOd

(source: douglas-Westwood, World subsea hardware

Market forecast 2015 to 2019)

Global Subsea Hardware Capex 
from 2010 to 2019



for more than seven decades, Mexico’s energy sector
has been closed to foreign investors. Opening the oil

and gas industry to outsiders was the subject of debate
in several Mexican presidential administra-
tions, but until President Enrique Peña
Nieto’s government, none of them were
able to progress beyond deliberation. 

At long last, aer many years of discus-
sion and debates, Mexico is implementing
energy reforms that will end the national
monopoly of oil and gas E&P by state-
owned Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex). 

President Peña Nieto presented the con-
stitutional reform to Congress on Aug. 12,
2013. It was approved by the Senate on
Dec. 11 and by the Chamber of Represen-
tatives the following day. Mexico declared
the reform constitutional on Dec. 18 and
published it in the official log of the Mexi-
can Federation. 

ese reforms will dramatically change
the playing field for Mexico’s oil and gas sec-
tor. e changes will open the door to new
investors and offer enormous opportunity.

Establishing a legal framework
During mid-year 2014, Mexico’s Senate ap-
proved a number of dra decrees or “sec-
ondary laws” for reform implementation.
ese were approved by the Chamber of
Deputies in early August and became law
on Aug. 12.

These laws include a number of de-
crees, but two are particularly relevant to
the E&P sector. The Law of the Coordi-
nated Regulatory Organizations for En-
ergy Matters addresses hydrocarbon
regulatory organizations, while the Law
of the National Agency of Industrial
Safety and Environmental Protection for
the Hydrocarbon Sector deals with safety
and environmental issues. 

The first law empowers the National
Hydrocarbon Commission (CNH) to reg-
ulate the upstream sector and the Energy
Regulatory Commission to regulate the
midstream sector. It also establishes
councils and commissioners who will co-
ordinate these agencies with the Depart-
ment of Energy. 

CNH will regulate and supervise the ex-
ploration and extraction of hydrocarbons,
including collection at the production lo-
cations through integration with trans-
portation and storage systems. CNH will
tender and assign technical E&P contracts
and provide contract management. The
focus will be on accelerating knowledge
development in Mexico with the goals of
increasing long-term hydrocarbon recov-
ery, achieving reserves replacement and
making use of the most appropriate tech-

mexico Lays
the Foundation
for Foreign 
Investment
n Mexico has a clear vision of 
the hydrocarbon landscape it is 
hoping to build.

By henrique Paula, aBs
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historically, offshore development in Mexico has been concentrated in the Bay of Campeche. The pace of redevel-

opment work on shallow-water fields is being stepped up with a new wave of jackup orders. (image courtesy of

Clarkson research services)

see meXICo continued on page 30
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With the Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) in
full swing, energy professionals from across the

globe are meeting at NRG Park to exchange ideas and
opinions to advance scientific and technical knowledge
for the safe, environmentally friendly and sustainable de-
velopment of offshore oil and gas resources.

This year, all the excitement from the four-day con-
ference will provide a prelude to OTC’s newest event,
d5. Dubbed “the next big thing,” d5 will be held the day
after the conference concludes, Friday, May 8, at the
University of Houston. d5 will be unlike any other off-
shore energy industry event. It will bring together the
most creative professionals from inside and outside the
industry to create an environment of innovation and
inspiration to address the industry’s biggest current and
future challenges.

Why d5? 
d5 was born out of the realization that we are in the midst
of a global technology boom that will profoundly change
how the offshore energy industry works. e industry is
entering a time where the technological possibilities ex-
ceed imagination. ere are tremendous opportunities
just waiting to be plucked if the industry can get beyond
the “this is how we’ve always done it” mindset and
broaden its thinking. d5 is designed to jump-start the in-
dustry’s creativity by highlighting exciting developments
in other industries and discussing how they could apply
to our work.       

d5 will encourage us to step back, look at the big pic-
ture and determine various ways to do things more effec-
tively. e sharing of knowledge across different aspects
of the industry is always an effective way to improve
processes. d5 is expected to capitalize on this principle
by bringing together a diverse group of professionals that
will engage in dialogue outside the industry norm.

Although d5 was created before the recent drop in oil
prices, it’s clear that tackling these topics is now more im-
portant than ever. e industry has to collectively answer
the big question of “what now.”

d5’s agenda
d5 provides a new presentation format for OTC. It will
feature motivational and technology speakers primarily
from outside the industry who were handpicked based

on their incredible innovative achievements.
e new program will cover three areas of emphasis

critical to the energy community. e first, business, will
examine issues such as the energy outlook, challenges
and opportunities, energy economics, startups, the envi-
ronment, competitive advantage and winning strategies.
e second area, technology, will focus on innovation,
game-changing capabilities, science and big data. Finally,
the third area of focus will be people and will focus on
topics such as motivation, sense of purpose, risks, health
and productivity, and workplace culture. 

d5’s immersive experience will take attendees beyond
just presentations, as it also will feature interactive group
discussions intended to spur the type of creativity needed
to identify the next big step for the industry.

d5’s speakers
Speakers from various industries outside of E&P will share
time at the podium, and attendees should expect to come
away with innovative ideas for ways of doing business
more effectively that they had not previously considered.

A few of d5’s world-renowned speakers include:
• Dr. Bjorn Lomborg, world-famous political scientist

and author of the best-selling book, “e Skeptical
Environmentalist”;

• Jane McGonigal, a leading speaker on the engage-
ment economy and the application of game-design
to the real world as well as the author of “Reality Is
Broken: How Games Make Us Better and How ey
Can Change the World,” a New York Times best-
seller;

• Mike Abrashoff, former commander of the USS Ben-
fold, a Naval warship;

• Michael Bloomfield, former NASA astronaut and
ex-officio member of the Columbia Accident Inves-
tigation Board;

• Lisa Bodell, futurethink founder, globally recog-
nized innovation leader, futurist and author; and 

• Juan Enriquez, one of the world’s leading authorities
on the uses and benefits of genomic research. 

We expect d5 to complement OTC in terms of content
and focus. It seeks to expose professionals to rapid and
disruptive technological advancements in other indus-
tries and spark creativity by encouraging nonlinear de-
velopment of the industry’s future. 

The future of the energy industry will be challeng-
ing, and we are looking for inspiration and ideas. For
more information about d5, visit 2015.otcnet.org/d5
or the OTC events booth at S19 in Lobby C of the
NRG Center. n

oTC’s Inaugural d5 to Challenge energy Industry’s
Way of Thinking, Spark Innovation
n Event brings together a diverse group of professionals that will engage in dialogue outside the industry norm.

Commercial Barriers Hinder oil and Gas Industry
Collaboration on Innovation
n Industry partners might heed the example of sister industries.

By sTeVe BalinT, ChairMan, OTC d5 adVisOry BOard

it is widely accepted that innovation is key to safe and
profitable growth across the energy industry and

that collaboration can accelerate the development of
innovative new technologies. In today’s market condi-
tions, it is not easy to get new projects and investments
over the line, but companies are striving to extract
maximum value from previous investments in innova-
tion and technology. Once again, this is an area where
collaboration with industry partners can bring risk and
costs down to acceptable levels. 

But it’s not that straightforward, of course. In many
cases, industry partners are likely to operate in the

same competitive sandbox, which creates significant
commercial risk that might not offset the benefits of
working together. For most organizations, the mandate
to deliver shareholder return limits the ability to share
intellectual property (and commercial edge). At a re-
cent Houston roundtable of industry executives, there
was a general feeling that, while organizations need to
protect themselves, legal constraints are holding back
collaboration across the industry.

Intellectual property isn’t the only constraining factor.
In an industry characterized by high-risk, capital-inten-
sive assets, avoidance of failure is a major motivating
factor. No organization or executive wants to be ex-
posed to failure, and this naturally minimizes risk ap-
petite and lowers the threshold for acceptable risk. 

But energy isn’t the only industry that is subject to
these safety, legal, commercial and financial pressures.
Sister industries, such as aerospace, face very similar
challenges and yet still appear to benefit from collabo-
rative innovation to a far greater extent. With that in
mind, it seems that there might be lessons the oil and
gas industry can learn from other industries.

What is evident is that technology plays a funda-
mental role in ensuring that hydrocarbon reserves can
be extracted efficiently and, within the energy industry,
there is a strong desire to learn and improve. 

For more information about this initiative, visit
booth 5171 or go to lr.org/technologyradar, which in-
cludes insights from industry experts and download-
able research and briefing papers. n

COnTriBuTed By llOyd’s reGisTer enerGy
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Well testing continues to be a vital process for oil com-
panies to accurately characterize their reservoirs. In

offshore deepwater wells, the hydrostatic pressure can be
significant, allowing for limited additional pressure to be
applied without exceeding the casing test pressure. is
limits the ability to activate multiple drillstem test (DST)
tools using conventional methods such as applied annular
pressure. Without feedback to the surface, pressure or oth-
erwise, operators must assume that tools functioned cor-
rectly. Assumptions, rather than facts, can be dangerous
and costly when well testing in deepwater environments.

The RezConnect Well Testing System is the industry’s
first fully acoustically actuated DST system
powered by Halliburton’s DynaLink Teleme-
try System. It offers a complete well testing
solution for acoustic control of DST tools, with
measurement and analysis of well test data in
real time. It also provides real-time surface ver-
ification of DST tools’ operational status and
acoustic activation of bottomhole fluid sam-
plers. Operators can make informed decisions
faster with the RezConnect system, which
can result in DST modifications that decrease
rig time costs and increase reservoir returns.

A powerful demonstration of the well test-
ing system was performed for a Halliburton
customer in a South American deepwater
environment. e job was conducted from a
semisubmersible rig at a water depth of 2,150
m (7,053 ). e 5,364-m (17,600-) deep
well was in a presalt region. During this well
test, Halliburton wirelessly transmitted data
from the seabed to the downhole tools using
repeaters sequenced along the workstring,
resulting in a completely wireless transmis-
sion system across the seabed equipment to
the downhole tools.

Despite the challenging conditions, the
RezConnect system successfully communi-
cated at 100% throughout the well test,
demonstrating the reliability of downhole
wireless technology. e well test valve was
acoustically operated multiple times. Every
command issued provided a response seen
on surface, both by the response of the reser-
voir and the acoustic feedback response. 

During the sampling period of the well test,
the operator chose to activate all three sets at
once, collecting 3,600 cc of fluid samples. A
confirmation was received on the surface that
the sampling process occurred, which was
verified upon the removal of the tool from the
well. is Halliburton technology elevated the
testing operations to a higher performance
level and improved quality standards. During
this job, the real-time, reliable data provided
five days of rig time savings. 

“ese capabilities can enable immediate
and accurate decisions to be made during
well testing operations, helping ensure oper-
ators can more efficiently achieve their in-
tended well test objectives with less rig times
compared to conventional testing methods,”
said Abdalla Awara, vice president of the test-
ing and subsea business line for Halliburton. 

is year, OTC selected RezConnect as one
of the recipients of its distinguished Spotlight
on New Technology Award. is awards pro-
gram showcases the latest and most advanced
technologies that are leading the industry into
the future. RezConnect is scheduled to receive
the OTC Spotlight on New Technology
Award at 4 p.m. on Monday, May 4. n

Well Testing System receives oTC award
n System allows operators to make informed decisions faster, which can result in DST modifications that
decrease rig time costs and increase reservoir returns. 

COnTriBuTed By halliBurTOn
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newfoundland and Labrador is the center of Canada’s
offshore oil industry, contributing 30% of its conven-

tional light crude output. Recent developments and in-
creased activity indicate that it is poised for future growth.

e first oil well in the region was drilled in 1966, and
the environment was truly a challenge. Explorers soon dis-
covered that not only was the geology different but New-
foundland and Labrador is prone to ice and icebergs and
has strong winds and heavy seas. e resolve by the early
explorers was clearly evident as the first major discovery
was not achieved until 1979, when the Hibernia explo-
ration well, the 60th well in the region, was drilled. Later
discoveries were made at Hebron in 1981, Terra Nova and
White Rose in 1984 and North Amethyst in 2006.

Most recently, Statoil and co-venture partner Husky
Energy have made major discoveries in the Flemish
Pass Basin. Statoil has estimated that its Mizzen and Bay
du Nord prospects have recoverable light sweet oil re-
sources of 400 MMbbl to 800 MMbbl. The 300-MMbbl
to 600-MMbbl Bay du Nord discovery was Statoil’s
largest oil discovery outside of Norway and the largest
liquids discovery in the world in 2013. Statoil has cate-
gorized the Flemish Pass Basin as one of its four core
worldwide exploration areas and has commenced an
extended exploration and appraisal drilling program.

Currently, Newfoundland and Labrador has discovered
reserves and resources of 3.8 Bbbl of oil and 12.6 Tcf of
natural gas. Over the past 18 years, the province has pro-
duced in excess of 1.5 Bbbl of oil, and annual production
remains strong at 70 MMbbl to 80 MMbbl. Hebron, ex-
pected to be the province’s fih producing field, is under
development with first oil planned for 2017. Work on ex-
tensions to the Hibernia and White Rose fields is ongoing,
which will extend their life-of-field developments.

While the early discoveries were widely celebrated,
they also created major obstacles for the design of pro-
duction systems to operate in these challenging environ-
ments. However, local entrepreneurs used their creativity
and ingenuity and worked with industry veterans to
overcome these hurdles. e Hibernia platform, for ex-
ample, was designed and built with an ice wall to with-
stand the impact of icebergs and sea ice. e Terra Nova
floating production and offloading vessel was built with

the first-ever disconnectable turret system, so that it
could be easily moved to avoid encroaching icebergs, if
necessary. However, a similar entrepreneurial spirit was
put to work to design ice management strategies and sys-
tems, and to date, there has not been a need to discon-
nect due to ice.

The Newfoundland and Labrador Oil and Gas Indus-
tries Association (NOIA) was formed in 1977, and
today it is the largest offshore petroleum association in
Canada with more than 620 members. The industry in
the province continues to evolve with strong R&D pro-
grams and the creation of innovative products.

But there is more on the horizon. 
In 2013, a new modern scheduled land tenure system

was implemented. This new system provides additional
lead time to acquire seismic data and evaluate the pe-
troleum potential of Newfoundland and Labrador’s vast
offshore basins. 

The partnership of TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Co.
ASA and Multi Klient Invest, a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of Petroleum Geo-Services ASA, started acquir-
ing 2-D seismic data offshore Newfoundland and
Labrador in 2011. In 2014, after the announcement of
the new land tenure system, they expanded their work,
deployed two vessels and collected almost 33,000 line

km (20,505 miles) of data. This amount was the highest
collected in a single year in the province since 1983 and
brought the total data collected up to 80,000 line km
(49,710 miles). This new dataset is one of the largest,
most modern programs over a region in existence. It is
expected that the program will continue in 2015 and
possibly expand into some multiclient 3-D coverage,
which would be another first for the region.

Annual land licensing rounds are currently issued for
Newfoundland and Labrador’s offshore area from 2015
to 2017, and with the collection and release of these
new seismic data, interest in the region is high. The
2014 licensing round resulted in a record bid on a single
parcel of land in the province’s history. The land parcel
is located in the Flemish Pass Basin next to the recent
discoveries, and the consortium of Exxon Mobil, Sun-
cor and ConocoPhillips bid $559 million for the rights
to explore for the next nine years. 

e 2015 licensing round includes 11 parcels of land
in the Flemish Pass adjacent to the recent discoveries and
surrounding Exxon Mobil’s recent award. Outstanding
exploration work commitments in Newfoundland and
Labrador’s offshore area now total $1.2 billion, indicating
the industry’s continued confidence.

For more information, visit booth 1633. n

Newfoundland and Labrador: 
Bucking the Trend and Not Slowing Down
n Annual production remains strong.

COnTriBuTed By The GOVernMenT Of 
neWfOundland and laBradOr
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The seismic vessel Sanco Spirit docks in a harbor in st. John’s, newfoundland and labrador. (Photo courtesy of the

Government of newfoundland and labrador)

naTiOnal enerGy TeChnOlOGy laBOraTOry
u.s. deParTMenT Of enerGy PresenTer sChedule

note: additional details are available at neTl/dOe booth 4221. Wednesday presentations will appear in that day’s paper.

Time Day Presenter Company: Presentation Title

11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Monday Bob Pilko Blade energy Partners: reliability of annular Pressure Buildup Mitigation
Technologies

12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Lunch mayhem Hour

1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Monday Bill head rPsea: rPsea’s Offshore Program Overview

10 a.m. to 11 a.m. Tuesday Carolyn Koh CsM: hydrate Modeling and flowloop experiments for Water Continuous
and dispersed systems

11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Tuesday C. Vipulanandan u of h: smart Cementing Materials and drilling Muds for real-time Monitoring

12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Lunch mayhem Hour

1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday Chip letton letton-hall: improvements to deepwater subsea Measurements

2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday Vinod Veedu OCeaniT: “nanite” for Better Wellbore integrity and zonal isolation

3 p.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday art schroeder sMT: deepwater Permanent subsea Pressure Compensated Chemical
reservoir Construction and Testing



The current low oil prices have focused the spotlight on
how technologies can be used to improve offshore ex-

ploration success rates and exploration costs per barrel. One
such technology that is coming to the fore in this respect is
3-D controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) data.

ree-dimensional CSEM surveys map resistivity in the
subsurface—a rock property that correlates strongly with
the fluid type and saturation of hydrocarbons. In this way,
CSEM surveys improve the understanding of two key un-
certainties in exploration: the presence of
fluids and net rock volume evaluation. 

ree-dimensional CSEM data act as an
important complement to seismic, en-
abling operators to reduce uncertainties
associated with an incomplete geological
model, generate a more accurate assess-
ment of reserves estimation and increase
the probability of economic success.

One of the challenges of 3-D CSEM and
seismic surveys is their ability to navigate
around existing infrastructures. is can
include everything from risers, umbilicals
and anchor chains to flowlines and other
subsea production equipment. is also
can affect the data generated.

CSEM data and recent innovations in ac-
quisition technologies have eliminated the
need to make multiple passes to delineate ob-
structions and await ideal conditions to make
passes close to such obstructions. CSEM sur-
veys also don’t require the need to reconfigure
vessels to shorter streamers to minimize is-
sues with unpredictable surface currents.

During OTC this year, EMGS will be
showcasing how CSEM surveys can take
place in a safe and reliable manner and
closer than ever to existing offshore infra-
structure, leading to the acquisition of more
and higher quality exploration data. Today’s
CSEM acquisitions cover hundreds of
square kilometers in 3-D using receivers
and towing systems that are purpose-de-
signed for ease of handling, accuracy of de-
ployment and efficiency in towing.

In one such example, EMGS conducted a
2014 CSEM survey on the Daybreak Phase
III area in the Great White Field around the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico’s Perdido installation. 

e survey dropped 130 receivers and
towed 702 km (436 miles) of source lines in
water depths varying from 1,700 m to 3,000
m (5,577  to 9,843 ). Receiver nodes were
“free-falled” into position (avoiding ROV
vessel expenses), and the source was towed
30 m (98 ) above the seafloor to transmit an
electromagnetic signal into the subsurface. 

As well as facing challenging bathymetry
and variable surface currents, EMGS also
had to meet Shell’s strict criteria around the
Perdido installation. ese included raising
the line towing depth from 30 m to 100 m
(98  to 328 ) when less than 250 m (820
) from a pipeline and a requirement that
no survey vessel come closer than 2.4 km
(1.5 nautical miles) from the facility.

Despite these challenges, all EMGS re-
ceivers were dropped within specification,
and the vessel and towed gear met Shell’s re-
quirements in remaining away from the fa-
cility. All pipeline crossings also met Shell’s

100-m towing depth guidelines.
Today, the towed gear for all CSEM surveys behind the

vessel is stable with its vertical and horizontal movements
predictable. When coupled with the fact that the majority
of current systems in areas of the world where seismic and
nonseismic methods are conducted together are surface
relative, the CSEM-towing system is an ideal platform for
collecting data in and around existing infrastructure.

EMGS will be sharing its experiences from the Day-
break survey in the “Advanced and Integrated Geophys-
ical Interpretation” session scheduled for 11:20 a.m. to
11:42 a.m. on Tuesday, May 5. n

Implementing CSem Surveys around 
existing Infrastructures
n CSEM acquisitions use receivers and towing systems that are purpose-designed for ease of handling, accuracy
of deployment and efficiency in towing.

COnTriBuTed By eMGs as
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CseM receivers as deployed on the daybreak Phase iii

survey with typical streamer undershoot area are

shown. (image courtesy of eMGs)



each May, the best and brightest of the offshore oil and
natural gas industry gather in Houston at OTC to see

and learn about the newest technology that enables the
oil and gas industry to stay at the forefront and safely de-
velop resources that were not so long ago thought un-
reachable. is year the gleam of the new technology will
be somewhat dulled by the collapse of oil prices, but the
long-term outlook for the industry remains sound—as
long as U.S. regulations and policies provide an environ-
ment that supports long-term energy growth.

A couple of weeks ago, I was named chair of the Na-
tional Ocean Industries Association (NOIA), a trade
association working to secure reliable offshore access
and a fair regulatory and economic environment on
behalf of its more than 300 member companies. Oil
States International, which I lead as president and
CEO, is a long-time member of NOIA. 

In January, there was some positive traction toward
opening more offshore access for the oil and gas sector.
The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM)
released its 2017 to 2022 draft proposed program
(DPP) for offshore oil and gas leasing. The DPP pro-
poses an oil and gas lease sale in the southeast Atlantic,

an area where exploration has
been off limits for about 30 years.
After evaluating public comment
on the DPP, BOEM will release a
proposed program in early 2016.
Hopefully, the Atlantic sale will
remain in the program and actu-
ally occur in 2021. 

NOIA and the American Petro-
leum Institute recently commis-

sioned a study to evaluate the economic potential of
opening up more of the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS).
In the Atlantic alone, the benefits are substantial. Quest
Offshore Resources estimated that should the Atlantic be
opened for oil and natural gas exploration and develop-
ment, the result would be 280,000 jobs; $24 billion per
year to the U.S. economy; $51 billion in additional rev-
enue to federal, state and local governments; and 1.3
MMboe/d. at’s enough oil to fuel 7 million cars per year
and enough natural gas to heat 23 million homes per year. 

While the U.S. is slowly considering opening up a
small portion of its OCS, Canada, Mexico, Cuba,
Venezuela, Brazil and West Africa already have taken
rapid strides to open more of their offshore areas. En-
ergy and service companies will naturally go where they
are allowed to work, creating the incentive to further
export capital and jobs out of this country. 

e best energy policy provides a firm and consistent
basis for the safe development of all forms of energy, and
that is what NOIA and our members support. It also
makes good business sense; the Energy Information Ad-
ministration predicts that traditional forms of energy
such as coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear will still provide
about 88% of our energy needs in 2040, even as the non-
traditional energy market share continues to grow. 

Even though falling commodity prices are taking a
toll in the short term, we all recognize the cyclical na-
ture of our industry and have confidence that brighter
days lie ahead. Industrywide, we already have seen lay-
offs and project delays. Shallow-water operators and
service companies have certainly had to cut back. Deep-
water projects are by their nature long-term and will
continue, albeit at a slower pace. The reduced interest
shown in the most recent central Gulf of Mexico lease
sale is most certainly a sign of the times.

In times like these with excess production and sup-
plies, there is a risk that the U.S. loses focus on the im-
portance of affordable and reliable energy and takes it
for granted. During these times, reasonable voices that
support consistent, long-term offshore development
must make themselves heard. It is my honor to be one
of those voices as NOIA and our industry face difficult
economic times in an increasingly restrictive and un-
certain regulatory environment. n

Tough Times require a Long-Term View 
n Many industry experts have confidence that brighter days lie ahead.

By Cindy TaylOr, naTiOnal OCean indusTries 
assOCiaTiOn and Oil sTaTes inTernaTiOnal
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some people might think of empty space as nothing-
ness or as space that’s perhaps waiting to be filled

with something useful, but scientists and engineers know
that the voids are intrinsically valuable. ey can fortify
structures to make them stronger without burdening
them with weight. e ability to manipulate that noth-
ingness brings new opportunities to many fields, espe-
cially in deepsea exploration. 

“Extra weight takes energy to move,” said Dr. Krishan
Chawla, professor emeritus of materials science and en-
gineering at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
in the U.S. A point that is especially key when specifying
and installing solutions offshore, such as drill risers, is
the bigger the pipe and the deeper the oil well, the heav-
ier the riser will become. With this comes risk of damage
or failure as well as requirements for bigger and more ex-
pensive rigs that can cater to the additional weight.

However, through the use of high-tech, hollow glass
microspheres this issue can be overcome. By combining
glass and air in this way, manufacturers can incorporate
high-performance microspheres into a wide range of
polymer and resin systems to create composite solutions
such as subsea foam buoyancy, which meet demanding
strength and weight specifications.

For drill riser buoyancy applications, the system is fit-
ted along the length of the drilling riser to reduce its
weight to a manageable level. is critical development
is enabling the expansion of exploration and resource re-
covery to ultradeepwater fields. 

Chawla and Dr. Gary Gladysz, partner/owner of
Empyreus LLC (previously vice president of R&D within
Trelleborg’s offshore operation in the U.S.), have dedi-
cated a good part of their careers to the study of voids to
help bring better understanding to this essential feature.
e pair released their book “Voids in Materials: From
Unavoidable Defects to Designed Cellular Materials” (El-
sevier, 2014) in September 2014.

Chawla noted that while books on polymer foams are
not unusual in engineering science, their publisher found

their approach—looking at materials and functionality
through the lens of the void—to be unique. “e point
of view we are taking in this book is that all materials
have voids at some level, and we can control the size and
distribution of these voids to design the materials with
specific properties and characteristics,” he said.

Both scientists said that voids are rarely recognized for
their value. “Voids are everywhere, whether you want
them there or not. You just have to deal with them,”
Gladysz said. “Solid or not, there’s void space that adds
functionality to all materials. It’s about building materials
up from that atomic scale through nanoscale on up to the
macroscale while incorporating voids at each level to add
functionality. is approach will bring about combinations
of functionalities that have never been done before.”

Chawla said that the implications for future research
are great. “We go to great lengths in the book about how

to understand the role of voids and how we can use them
profitably to design new materials,” he said. “Biomaterials
is one of the areas that we think will be very important
in the very near future for implants.”

e authors hope that their book will provide a road
map for designers. “Maybe we can incorporate more
functionality into materials and components by incor-
porating voids on different scales,” Gladysz said. “At uni-
versities very few foams courses are offered, but the
applications are vast. It’s hardly ever mentioned. We want
to raise awareness of what happens with voids and what
happens with these materials.”

Chawla and Gladysz said they hope to hear from in-
dustry experts and scientists interested in incorporating
voids into their work. “We are creating an energy around
looking at materials and the functionality that voids con-
tribute,” Chawla said.  n

The Bounty of Nothingness: New opportunities
n e size and distribution of voids can be controlled to add functionality to new materials.

COnTriBuTed By TrelleBOrG OffshOre

scanning electron microscopy of hollow glass microspheres. (image courtesy of Trelleborg Offshore)



There are few more challenging environments for pro-
duction measurement today than offshore wet gas fields. 

From the wide range of operating conditions with
more water and condensate present through to changing
fluid compositions and salinity (telling the reservoir en-
gineer whether formation water is entering the flow and
what chemical-injection strategy to adopt), the accurate
measurements of water, gas and condensate are vital.

ere’s also little doubt that corrosion, scaling and water
coning in the reservoir—all caused by formation water
breakthrough into the well—represent some of the biggest
challenges to offshore gas producers. With the current low
oil prices, such challenges can have a highly
negative impact on flow assurance and the
field’s economics. 

e growth in subsea tiebacks to existing
infrastructure and long step-outs in the
Gulf of Mexico also increased risk, with
water breakthrough taking longer to detect.

It’s with these issues in mind that Emerson
Process Management will be at OTC this year,
showcasing its next-generation Roxar Subsea
Wetgas Meter for accurate production meas-
urement, reduced risk and improved flow as-
surance in gas and gas condensate fields.

Unlike many “one-meter-fits-all” multi-
phase alternatives, the new wet gas meter
is designed specifically for such fields. e
meter’s digital frequency and true three-
phase measurements, based on a mi-
crowave and gamma densitomer, ensure
accurate water formation information
that’s crucial for production optimization
and hydrocarbon allocation strategies. 

e meter also has resulted in improved
stability and time resolution and more ac-
curate and sensitive wet gas measurements,
where the microwave system can clearly
differentiate between small amounts of
water content. is new functionality is the
result of the extensive analysis of raw data
from flowloop tests performed at Statoil’s
K-lab in Norway and Colorado Experi-
ment Engineering Station Inc. in the U.S.

e result is an uncertainty specification of
±0.02% abs water volume fraction at 99% to
100% gas void fraction (GVF) and detection
sensitivity of changes in water content of the
flowing well at as little as 0.2 ppm—sensitivity
that has never before been reached.

e need to measure water salinity also has
become increasingly important, helping the
process engineer adjust the injection rates of
scale and corrosion inhibitors. Without suit-
able salinity measurement in place, there is a
real risk of losing the well completely. 

To this end, the new meter includes a
dedicated online salinity measurement sys-
tem telling the reservoir engineer whether
formation water is entering the flow. e
built-in sensor is sensitive to saline water
on the sensor surface and also is highly
predictable when faced with increasing
salinities and water levels.

Combined with highly sensitive and ac-
curate water measurement, this provides
an important tool for the early detection of
formation water breakthrough and the op-
timization of injection rates for monoeth-
ylene glycol, scale and corrosion inhibitors.

Finally, the specialist wet gas meter is effec-
tive in a wide variety of operating ranges. While
the main focus is in the 98% to 100% GVF

range, where improved measurement uncertainty is being
seen, progress also is taking place in the lower GVF as well.

e last few years have seen Roxar Subsea Wetgas Meters
deployed on some of the world’s most challenging wet gas
fields, including the North Sea’s Ormen Lange Field, the
West Delta Deep Marine offshore Egypt and a complex field
development concept of more than 30 wells in Indonesia. 

In all three cases, accurate and sensitive water detec-
tion saved wells and guaranteed flow assurance, and in
offshore Egypt, early produced water warnings by wet gas
meters saved three wells from water breakthrough.

New technology developments in wet gas meters and
effective water detection in wet gas fields are central to
risk-based flow assurance strategies today and in increas-
ing production. To find out more, visit booth 5817. n

mitigating risk in Wet Gas Fields
n Next-generation wet gas meter improves stability and time resolution 
and is effective in a wide variety of operating ranges. 

COnTriBuTed By eMersOn PrOCess ManaGeMenT 
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The roxar subsea Wetgas Meter reduces risk and im-

proves flow assurance in gas and gas condensate fields.

(image courtesy of emerson Process Management)
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deepwater and presalt drilling has opened new oppor-
tunities for oil and gas companies—and a whole new

set of challenges. As E&P moves to new, ever-deeper waters
and geological strata or to Arctic regions, the industry is find-
ing that technologies developed for traditional applications
are not suited for harsher conditions and remote locations. 

Battelle and its subsidiaries, Bluefin Robotics and See-
Byte, are developing new technology solutions to make
deepwater and Arctic E&P safer, more practical and
more cost effective. “Equipment for deepwater and Arctic
locations needs to be more rugged to withstand harsh
conditions and more automated to make work in remote
locations more practical and safer,” said Bernhard Met-
zger, vice president of oil and gas for Battelle. 

Subsea exploration, mapping technologies
Making effective deepwater drilling decisions requires pre-
cision mapping of the deep seafloor. At extreme depths,
traditional ship-mounted or towed sonar systems will not
give oil and gas companies the accuracy and precision they
need to truly understand the geology of the seabed. 

ROVs and AUVs can be mounted with a variety of dif-
ferent kinds of sensors for close-up analysis of the seafloor.
Bluefin’s AUVs already are being used for precision map-
ping and exploration of deepwater environments. When
combined with Battelle’s HorizonVue M360 Deep Camera,
operators can view and analyze continuous 360-degree
real-time video of the ROV’s surroundings. 

Automated equipment inspection technologies
While facility integrity and flow assurance are critical to

the industry, because of the time and costs involved most
subsea infrastructures are inspected only periodically,
which could potentially delay detection of damage and
equipment failures. 

Automated robot technologies can make inspection
more efficient, more accurate and more timely.
Bluefin’s AUVs run on automation software developed
by SeeByte and can be configured and programmed to
automate many inspection activities. AUVs offer sig-
nificant advantages over traditional inspection meth-
ods, which include: 

• Persistent monitoring: AUVs can be programmed
to perform continual inspection activities, vastly de-
creasing the risks of undetected releases or other
critical failures. Battelle has developed subsea dock-
ing stations that allow AUVs to remain in the envi-
ronment indefinitely;

• Automated change detection: Inspection AUVs
can recognize changes and anomalies in pipelines
and equipment they inspect regularly. AUV sensors
can pick up on small changes oen missed by
human visual inspection and reduce the hours spent
reviewing video footage; and 

• Automated alerts: When changes are detected, au-
tomatic alerts can be sent anywhere in the world,
reducing the need for onsite human operators. 

Battelle, Bluefin and SeeByte are working together
to take their technologies to the next logical conclu-
sion: underwater robots that can inspect and detect
problems in equipment as well as be programmed to
take mitigating actions such as closing a valve or ap-
plying a healing patch. Automating inspection and
mitigation would reduce the number of people needed
to man offshore rigs and allow for timely repairs that
can prevent bigger problems down the road.

Ruggedized equipment, corrosion control, HP/HT
materials   
Equipment for extreme conditions needs to be designed

for endurance. Not only is the environment itself more de-
manding, but remote locations also make equipment re-
placement more difficult and costly as well as increase
safety concerns for personnel in the case of a critical equip-
ment failure. A number of new technologies are under de-
velopment for deepsea and downhole environments.  

• Ruggedized equipment: Battelle works with the in-
dustry to ruggedize equipment—including sensors,
controls, valves, pipeline components and sub-
mersibles—for harsh environments. Battelle engi-
neers draw on broad R&D expertise to select and
adapt existing or adjacent commercial off-the-shelf
technologies or develop new technology solutions
for specific applications. 

• Self-healing materials and corrosion control:
Battelle’s expertise in advanced materials and corro-
sion control has led to the discovery of self-healing
technologies. e company’s Smart Corrosion Detec-
tor Beads, developed using a breakthrough microen-
capsulation technique, break open to deliver
self-healing chemicals as soon as corrosion is detected.
Battelle also is developing antimicrobial wraps to re-
duce microbial-induced corrosion on mooring chains,
self-healing cements and other self-healing materials. 

• HP/HT materials: Battelle is working to adapt in-
novations from adjacent industrial and governmen-
tal applications, such as aerospace and national
security, to HP/HT environments for oil and gas ap-
plications. Current research projects include super-
strong adhesives that can be applied and cured
underwater, polymers able to withstand downhole
environments and coatings that reduce noise and
control impact between objects.

To learn more about the technologies from Battelle,
Bluefin Robotics and SeeByte, visit booth 7554. n

explore It, 
Inspect It, 
Protect It
n Automated robot technologies
target new oil and gas frontiers. 

COnTriBuTed By BaTTelle

The Bluefin-9M is a lightweight auV that is easily de-

ployed by two people and has a mission turnaround time

of less than 15 minutes. (image courtesy of Battelle)

W
elcome to OTC 2015! Whether you’re here to

grow your professional expertise, grow your

network, showcase a new product or share best prac-

tices, you recognize the value of being an active part

of the global, offshore technology community. 

That’s also the driving force behind OTC social

media. using facebook, Twitter, instagram and

linkedin, OTC 2015 attendees, exhibitors and enthu-

siasts have instant access to a global conversation

that is specific to the OTC community. 

Twitter is especially popular during the show. Con-

sider these statistics based on tweets that used the

#OTChouston hashtag in 2014: 

• 7,500: average number of tweets that used

#OTChouston hashtag; 

• 5.16: average number of tweets sent per minute; 

• 9 a.m.: OTC “happy hour,” which is the most pop-

ular time to tweet;  

• 1 in 20: average number of attendees that used

Twitter; 

• 52%: number of attendees that used a mobile

device; and  

• 48%: number of attendees that used a laptop. 

Social media FaQs 

Who is using social media at oTC? People just like

you: seasoned industry professionals, young profes-

sionals, students, exhibitors and businesses, all of

which have a passion for offshore technology. The

OTC social media team connects with attendees and

exhibitors year-round to facilitate conversation, share

news and grow the OTC network.  

How are they using it? attendees and exhibitors

use social media to share their OTC experience. Con-

nect with a company you met on the exhibition floor.

Post a question or comment about a technical session

or activity you attended. Make professional and per-

sonal contacts with others in houston and from

around the world at OTC 2015. 

Why should I connect? Conversations are topi-

cal to the OTC experience and the offshore tech-

nology industry in particular. after OTC is over,

you’ll still be able to virtually connect, network

and share with like-minds; share papers and take-

aways from OTC; discuss the latest offshore inno-

vations and technology; and connect with

individuals from all parts of the world. OTC’s plat-

forms are a one-stop shop for all of these things—

all right at your fingertips. 

What does my participation mean to oTC? social

media is a major force behind OTC’s continued suc-

cess. We gather comments, thoughts, feedback and

insights from both attendees and exhibitors to un-

derstand how we can take OTC to the next level.

from incorporating state-of-the-art technology to

creating more networking opportunities and enhanc-

ing technical sessions, social media can empowers

you to share your OTC experience. 

Be sure to take advantage of the OTC mobile app,

too. There, you can view OTC’s live social media

feeds, photos and more. happy connecting! 

Visit the oTC selfie station

stop by the OTC events booth, located in lobby C of

the nrG Center, near the sponsoring organizations’

booths, and visit the selfie stations daily for your

chance to win a Go Pro. Be sure to use hashtag

#OTCme to enter the contest. The OTC events booth

number is s19.

Stay connected 

#OTC2015

#OTChouston

#OTCd5

Facebook facebook.com/OTCevents 

Twitter Twitter.com/OTCHouston 

Instagram instagram.com/otcevents 

LinkedIn linkedin.com search “Offshore 

Technology Conference”’ in the

Groups field 

youTube YouTube.com/TheOTCvideos

have a question? ready to get started? send an email

to mbritt@otcnet.org. n

social Media: fueling Conversations, Connections at OTC 2015
attendees and exhibitors use social media to connect with each other, post questions or comments and to make 
professional and personal contacts.

By MOlly BriTT, OTC COMMuniCaTiOns sPeCialisT, 
sOCial Media



analysts and operators agree that the deepwater mar-
ket is on track for tremendous growth over the next

five years. Despite the recent drop in oil prices and sub-
sequent decline in onshore drilling, industry experts es-
timate deepwater expenditures through 2019 will
increase 69% over the previous five-year period. Accord-
ing to Douglas-Westwood’s World Deepwater Market
Forecast, “… as production from mature basins onshore
and in shallow water declines, development of deepwater
reserves has become increasingly vital.” 

The recent U.S. Central Gulf of Mexico (GoM) Lease
Sale 235 further amplifies this potential growth, draw-
ing 412 bidding companies, including major players
such as Shell, Chevron, Exxon and
Anadarko. Deepwater and ultradeepwa-
ter tracts drew the most bids at $192 mil-
lion and $335 million, respectively.
Because the deepwater market is not as
susceptible to fluctuating market trends
as onshore operations, deepwater and ul-
tradeep water present a dynamic, long-
term opportunity to harvest untapped oil
and gas reserves worldwide.

Known for its Evolution water-based
drilling fluid system that optimizes drilling
in unconventional onshore wells, Newpark
Drilling Fluids has continued in its quest to
develop drilling fluid systems that exceed
industry requirements. A team of expert
engineers and scientists has approached the
deepwater environment in the same man-
ner applied to the creation of the Evolution
system, tailoring drilling fluids to the spe-
cific technical and ecological challenges of
a variety of deepwater fields. Newpark is ex-
tending its offshore reach with a compre-
hensive deepwater initiative built on three
primary tenets: facilities expansion, fluids
technology and people.

e Newpark Drilling Fluids Port Four-
chon facility, the hub for the company’s
deepwater operations and gateway to the
GoM, is undergoing a major expansion to
meet the growing needs of the deepwater
market. e revamped facility will increase
both synthetic and water-based drilling
fluid mixing and storage capacities. e
complex also will house a dedicated barite
storage area. Newpark’s wholly owned sub-
sidiary, Excalibar Minerals LLC, will main-
tain a bulk barite supply ready for use, so
operators won’t incur unnecessary costs
and downtime waiting for barite delivery.

Adopting Lean Six Sigma principles
throughout the expansion project, New-
park also is installing a system capable of
hauling bulk sack material to the mixing
pits. is new system protects the well-
being and safety of workers by eliminating
manual handling requirements while pro-
viding faster, more efficient transport for
safe, streamlined operations. 

Enhanced fluids technology 
Drawing on more than a decade of experi-
ence, Newpark has set out to develop ad-
vanced, environmentally sound systems
tailored to new deepwater challenges, with
an emphasis on the GoM. e result is the
versatile Kronos drilling fluids system, a
proprietary, synthetic-based invert emulsion
designed to comply with the environmental
requirements for nonaqueous fluids used in
deepwater. Kronos systems can be adapted

to virtually any deepwater drilling application
with minor formulation alterations, making
the systems valuable in a variety of deepwater
wells worldwide.

e Newpark Drilling Fluids team consists
of chemists, engineers, technicians and sup-
port staff who engage in ongoing, in-depth
training from the moment they join the com-
pany. e Newpark Technology Center, lo-
cated in Katy, Texas, is home to a laboratory
with designated areas for development, testing
and field sample analysis, providing real-time,
hands-on training. e team is cross-trained
in various processes to cultivate a well-
rounded understanding of each deepwater
product formulation. n

No Challenge Is Too Great 
n New deepwater initiative was built on three primary tenets: facilities expansion, fluids technology and people.

COnTriBuTed By neWParK drillinG fluids
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The newpark drilling fluids Port fourchon facility is undergoing a

major expansion to meet the growing needs of the deepwater market.

(image courtesy of newpark drilling fluids)
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activity in the complex formations of unconventional
plays and deepwater fields requires high-resolution

geological data to provide operators with full under-
standing and confidence in accurately and reliably esti-
mating reserves, optimizing recovery and placing
subsequent development wells. 

However, today’s E&P challenges are not well met by
traditional data-acquisition methods. For example, the
gold standard of whole-core retrieval for laboratory de-
scription is typically used only in select wells for the most
critical intervals. e limited data coverage, at a high cost
and with analysis not available until aer the well has
been completed, typically results in incomplete reservoir
characterization when it is most needed, leaving a high
degree of uncertainty in reservoir modeling and field de-
velopment planning.

Borehole imaging provides a high-quality virtual re-
placement for core. Although continuous high-definition
imaging is well established for wells drilled with water-
base mud, most deepwater wells and many unconven-
tional wells are drilled with high-performance oil-base
mud (OBM). Previous adaptation of microelectrical im-
agers for nonelectrically conductive OBM environments
did not return high-resolution images and at limited
borehole coverage. 

These limitations were the driver for Schlumberger
to reengineer geological imaging technology by em-
ploying new measurement physics enabled by a new
electronic and mechanical tool design. The result has

earned a 2015 Spotlight on New Technology award
at OTC. The digital electronics of the company’s
Quanta Geo photorealistic reservoir geology service
operate at frequencies three orders of magnitude
higher than conventional imaging technology to gen-
erate core-like representations of reservoir geology
and structure. 

e innovative sonde design of Quanta Geo service
provides nearly total circumferential coverage in 8-in.

boreholes and also makes
it the industry’s first imag-
ing tool that can acquire
borehole images while
running into the wellbore.
Downlogging capability
improves image quality by
reducing stick-slip motion,
in turn reducing the po-
tential for having to con-
duct multiple runs and the
likelihood of sticking. e
combination of eight fully
independent arms and
swivel-jointed pads main-
tains good application in
changing wellbore profiles
to deliver high-resolution
geologic images in highly
deviated and horizontal
wells; rugose boreholes and
washouts; shale, carbonate
and clastic plays; and HP/
HT environments. Even in
highly laminated forma-
tions with extreme resistiv-
ity contrasts and OBM that
can be up to 100,000 times
more electrically resistive
than the formation, Quanta
Geo service provides high-
resolution images that 
accurately represent for-
mation geology.  

Designed with 192 mi-
croelectrodes mounted
across eight pads, the ad-
vanced digital electronics
of Quanta Geo service ac-
quire more than 46,000
signals per second, en-

abling logging speeds ranging from 549 m/hr to 1,097
m/hr (1,800 /hr to 3,600 /hr). is broad, high-reso-
lution measurement capability is interfaced with cus-
tomized workflows and apps in Schlumberger’s
Techlog wellbore software platform to power visuali-
zation and interpretation ranging from 3-D structural
interpretation of the near-wellbore region to charac-
terization of discrete fracture networks and sedimen-
tological description to identify and orient major
reservoir architectural elements. These geologic an-
swers extracted from the images are ready for direct
use in the company’s Petrel E&P software platform,
enabling operators to reliably model interwell space
within complex reservoirs.

Following a successful field test in August 2013,
Quanta Geo photorealistic reservoir geology service was
commercialized in January 2014 and officially launched
in August 2014 at the annual Offshore Northern Seas
Conference in Stavanger. Quanta Geo service has been
successfully deployed in more than 100 onshore and off-
shore wells in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), West Africa,
North Sea, Australia, Southeast Asia and North America.
It has generated high-resolution 3-D images in OBM

with ratios as low as 60:40 and as high as 90:10 in car-
bonate, shale and deepwater formations.

Imaging in the deepwater GoM
A GoM operator used Quanta Geo photorealistic
reservoir geology service to obtain high-resolution
images and structural and sedimentary data for clastic
deposits in an OBM-drilled well that accessed a deep-
water slope system. The images were used to accu-
rately identify reservoir facies and determine the
paleotransport direction of the turbidite reservoir
sands. An additional challenge was the use of a 9⅞-in.
drillbit, which resulted in a larger hole than the con-
ventional 8-in. size used for imaging. To account for
the 80% circumferential coverage in the larger hole
size, multipoint statistics processing was applied in the
Techlog wellbore software platform to eliminate any
gaps between the pads and ensure a realistic, full-
borehole image.

Images were obtained in both uplogging and down-
logging passes, with better quality for the downlog pass
owing to reduced sticking. An initial interpretation sig-
nificantly reduced uncertainty in identifying the sand
body structures and confirmed the operator’s predrill
model. Quanta Geo service clearly imaged unconfor-
mities and faults as well as natural fractures and mul-
tiple drilling-induced fractures on the northeast and
southwest sides of the wellbore indicating the maxi-
mum horizontal stress orientation. The images accu-
rately identified net reservoir sand and depositional
trends. For example, a sequence of thin-bedded sheet
sands was imaged in such detail that it was possible to
identify and directly measure orientation of imbricated
shale clasts and ripples indicative of the paleotransport
direction. Also identified were slumped sands, which
are characterized by abrupt changes in dip and other
features that would not have been visible using conven-
tional OBM-adapted imaging technology. Slumped
sands must be carefully considered as they might not
be laterally continuous with the main sand target. The
detailed imaging provided by Quanta Geo service en-
abled more accurate and confident decision making,
reducing cost and risk for the operator.

For more information on Quanta Geo photorealis-
tic reservoir geology service, visit Schlumberger at
booth 4541. n

Service Images Formations in 
High Definition in oBm
n Photorealistic reservoir geology service operates at frequencies three orders of magnitude higher than 
conventional imaging technology.

COnTriBuTed By sChluMBerGer

The consistent imbrication (blue) of shale clasts near 66.5 ft suggests that the paleo-

transport direction of this sheet sand was about s35e.  The current ripples in the 3-in.-

thick sand bed at 61.5 ft (indicated by red lines) corroborate this interpretation of

dispositional orientation. (image courtesy of schlumberger) oTC aPPreCIaTIoN
CoNCerT

Plan now to attend Wednesday night’s 

complimentary annual OTC appreciation

Concert featuring the 1980s cover 

band The spazmatics.

Who:
all OTC attendees 

When:
6 p.m. to 8 p.m., May 6

(doors open at 5:30 p.m.)

Why:
To network and celebrate with your OTC peers

Where:
nrG stadium floor

How:
With great music, food and drinks 



Houston,” said Dan McConnell of Fugro, this year’s tech-
nical program chairman. “ere is a tremendous amount
of rich and compelling content for people to experience
at OTC.”

is year, the program committee received a record-set-
ting 1,313 proposals for the technical program. According
to OTC, the 2015 technical program covers a wide range
of offshore energy topics, including project updates, tech-
nology improvements and advances, collaboration be-
tween competitors, HSE and future-thinking topics. 

e topics will be covered in presentations of more
than 325 technical papers, 15 keynote breakfasts and 14
keynote luncheons, four ePoster sessions and 11 panel
sessions. A few program highlights that McConnell
noted include:

• “Emerging Offshore Technology Trends: More
Value from Technology and Faster Cycle Times”
presented by James Dupree of BP from 7:30 a.m. to
9 a.m. on Monday, May 4;

• “Deepwater Exploration: a View Forward” pre-
sented by Bob Fryklund of IHS from
12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. on Monday,
May 4;

• “Shell Arctic: Strategies for the New
Prospective” presented by Ann Pickard
of Royal Dutch Shell from 7:30 a.m. to
9 a.m. on Tuesday, May 5; and

• “e Onshore Shale Revolution, Is It

Spindletop All over Again?” presented by Torstein
Hole of Statoil from 12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 6.

New this year is d5, scheduled for the day aer OTC
2015 on Friday, May 8, from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Uni-
versity of Houston. e event is designed to spark cre-
ativity and innovation in the offshore energy. 

For young professionals attending OTC 2015, speakers
like Patricia Vega, president and CEO of GE Oil and Gas,
Latin America, will encourage attendees to think globally
and about how they can make the greatest impact in the
industry. Scheduled from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., on Monday,
May 4, the Next Wave program will, in addition to Vega’s
keynote presentation, include a panel of top thinkers, in-
dustry leaders and government experts led by Sophie
Hildebrand of BP. ey will offer their advice and en-
couragement to the next generation. e event provides
excellent networking opportunities for young profession-
als and is a great way to start the OTC week, according
to McConnell. 

ousands of mobile networking opportunities
abound during the week. All it takes to identify one is a

business card, a friendly smile and a handshake. While
the exhibit hall floor is an enormous target-rich area for
networking, to help the process along in a more focused
approach, the OTC Networking Subcommittee has
arranged a number of special events aimed at getting to
know your fellow attendees better. McConnell flagged
the following events as “must do”: 

• “Women in Industry Sharing Experiences” from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday, May 4; 

• “Pursuing Opportunities in the Brazilian Market”
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, May 5; and

• “Subsurface Integration: Where Engineering and
Geoscience Meet” from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Wednes-
day, May 6.

e best and brightest are set to take home this year’s OTC
Distinguished Achievement awards, the OTC Heritage
Award and the Spotlight on New Technology awards, ce-
menting their spot in OTC history. e OTC Heritage and
Distinguished Achievement awards were scheduled to be
presented Sunday night during the Annual OTC Dinner.
e Spotlight on New Technology presentation will take
place on Monday, May 4, at 4 p.m. in the NRG Center. n
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ProGram continued from page 1

America and the Petroleum Equipment &
Services Association’s Energy Education
Center), and a special luncheon honoring
the “pioneers” who helped found OTC 46
years ago.

is is Stokes’ final year as chairman, and
he has great memories. “I have had the
honor of being chairman of this large and
committed organization,” he said. “It has
been this commitment from everyone that
has allowed us to expand to four global
conferences and continuously improve our
technical program year on year.

“I’ve been fortunate enough to attend all
of the conferences and was able to open the
inaugural OTC Asia in 2014 with the CEO
of Petronas, our corporate sponsor, and the
prime minister of Malaysia. at was a
great experience for me.”

Fowler, who will become chairman at the
end of the year, is excited about carrying on
the tradition. “I’m looking forward to con-
tinuing this success, which is due to the
ability of 13 technical societies and two
trade organizations to set aside their own
aspirations for the greater good of bringing
offshore technology and increased safety
knowledge to everyone working in the in-
dustry,” he said. “Cooperation is the key to
our success, and I intend for that coopera-
tion to continue.”

e downturn is of concern, but this
isn’t OTC’s first rodeo. “I expect that the
reduction in the oil price will impact atten-
dance,” Stokes said. “ere could also be
some impact on exhibitors, but we have a
backlog of companies wanting to partici-
pate. is isn’t the first time in OTC’s 46-
year history to experience a pullback in the
oil price, and we’ve survived them all and
continue to grow.

“OTC has the right motivators in place
to continue to be successful,” he added.
“We represent the people in the industry,
and our objective is to serve our mem-
bers and the people in our industry.
That’s why OTC has become the largest
and most successful conference of its
type in the world.”  n

CHaIrmeN continued from page 1
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nology. CNH will establish and manage the National
Center of Hydrocarbon Information.

e second law creates the National Agency of Indus-
trial Safety and Environmental Protection for the Hydro-
carbon Sector (ASEA). One of the key elements of the
law is that ASEA will require E&P companies working
in Mexico to implement operational safety management
systems. In one of its first presentations, ASEA has men-
tioned its intention regarding verification of compliance
with its regulations. It will be a multilevel audit/inspec-
tion process that will include internal verifications (op-
erator’s own practices), verifications by insurance
companies, verifications by accredited third parties and
risk-based verifications conducted directly by ASEA.

As Mexico moves toward creating a regulatory
regime, there are two primary goals: to set up a viable
and sustainable internal structure for regulating E&P ac-
tivity and to create an environment for investment that
is appealing to potential investors. Patterning its regu-
lations aer those applied in the U.S. sector of the Gulf
of Mexico (GoM) is one way it is hoping to reach that
goal. Another is to leverage the knowledge and experi-

ence of organizations familiar with helping to establish
regulatory regimes.

ABS has worked directly with the Mexican govern-
ment, sharing a wealth of regulatory knowledge as well
as its experience in helping other countries like Canada,
the U.K. and U.S. to create regulations for hydrocarbon
development. One of the advantages of working with
ABS is that the organization has been active in Mexico
for 58 years and has had a presence in the country since
1898. It has been the preferred classification society in
the country for decades and has classed more than 85%
of the rigs working offshore. 

Future development
Mexico has nearly 10.5 Bbbl of proved oil reserves and
about 17.3 Tcf of proved natural gas. Production in
Mexico from onshore and offshore fields peaked at
about 3.8 MMbbl/d in 2004 and has been in steady de-
cline since that time. Without the technology and ex-
perience necessary to develop the remaining reserves,
it is unlikely that the majority of the proved reserves
would be produced. Imported technology in the form
of foreign investors could significantly change the fu-
ture production scenario. 

In February 2014, there were 61 producing fields in the
Mexican GoM, with an average water depth of 53 m (174
). For Pemex to venture more into deepwater to develop
its recent discoveries, it will be calling for partnerships
with international operators.

Expectations for success
A 2013 prediction from the U.S. Energy Information
Administration projected production in Mexico
would continue to decline from 3 MMbbl/d in 2010 to
1.8 MMbbl/d in 2025 and that it was unlikely to ex-
ceed 2.1 MMbbl/d through 2040. The 2014 outlook,
which takes into account new reforms and their likely
positive impact, forecasts Mexican production will
stabilize at 2.9 MMbbl/d through 2020 and then in-
crease to 3.7 MMbbl/d by 2040. This constitutes a pro-
jected increase that is about 75% higher than the
previous year’s prediction.

While the future is uncertain, it is clear that Mexico is
a country on the move. Mexico has a clear vision of the
hydrocarbon landscape it is hoping to build and is in-
vesting strategically to ensure that the appropriate re-
sources and competencies are aligned to allow it to
compete on the world stage. n

meXICo continued from page 19

Electrically Driven Deepwater Pile Dredge Works at
Any Depth
Oceaneering has received an award for the Deepwater
Pile Dredge. Pile dredges oen are run using a topside
spread that supplies hydraulic power to the dredge, but
the Deepwater Pile Dredge is powered by an electrical
umbilical similar to an ROV. While other dredges’ effec-
tive depths are greatly limited, the Deepwater Pile Dredge
has no real depth limit. 

e dredge is an electrically driven subsea power unit
with mounted pumps that provide water jetting and suc-
tion to excavate piles at any depth. e jetting provides a
360-degree pattern to fluidize soil inside the pile, and then
suction pumps remove the soil from the pile. e dredge
allows equipment and infrastructures to be properly in-
stalled and helps support subsea assets by safely and effi-
ciently removing soil and transporting it in a controlled
manner to a discharge site.

For more information about the Deepwater Pile
Dredge, visit Oceaneering at booth 4117.

Tool Inspects Mechanical Integrity Without Disrupting
Production
Oceaneering has received an award for the Magna
Subsea Inspection System, or Magna Scan. The sys-
tem is a versatile screening inspection tool that as-

sesses the mechanical integrity of assets at a high rate
of speed without disrupting production. Additionally,
the system only requires clean surface access from the
top portion of subsea assets. The advanced system is
ROV-deployable, inspects 360 degrees around the pipe
and provides real-time data of the wall condition with
a single deployment.

e Magna Scan identifies localized defects and general
wall loss by optimizing ultrasonic techniques including
lamb and shear horizontal guided wave capabilities. By
combining Oceaneering’s automated scanner known as the
Sea Turtle with ultrasonic sensors, the system is capable of
detecting internal and external damage mechanisms in-
cluding corrosion, isolated pitting, cracking and other po-
tential anomalies. 

For more information about the Magna Subsea Inspec-
tion System, visit Oceaneering at booth 4117.

Wet Gas Compressor Handles Unprocessed Wellstream
Without Preprocessing
OneSubsea has received an award for the Multiphase Com-
pressor. e compressor is the world’s first true wet gas com-
pressor with no requirements for an upstream separation
facility or an anti-surge system, which simplifies the subsea
system requirements. e compressor is capable of handling
high-liquid contents with gas volume fractions typically in
the range of 95% to 100% without mechanical issues. 

e multiphase compressor, developed with Statoil and
Shell, represents a breakthrough in technology, enabling
compression of the unprocessed wellstream without any
need for preprocessing. e technology was primarily de-
veloped to increase recovery rates and to cost-effectively
increase the tieback distances of subsea gas fields. 

e compressor is a contra-rotating machine specifi-
cally designed for pressure boosting of an unprocessed
wellstream. is configuration allows a compact design
that is easy to install by use of light intervention vessels. 

For more information about the Multiphase Compressor,
visit OneSubsea at booth 3527.

Chain Connector Design Improves Integrity of 
Mooring Lines
SBM Offshore has received an award for ARCA Chain
Connector, a new design of chain connector that at-
taches mooring lines to floating units. is technology
improves the integrity of mooring lines. With vessels now
designed to be on station for up to 40 years, chain con-
nector articulations need to be inspected. Currently, this

is a difficult task be-
cause these are built
into the chain table. e
ARCA Chain Connec-
tor places the articula-
tions on the mooring
leg and connects into a
static connector on the
chain table, enabling
inspection of the artic-
ulations and replace-
ment if required. 

In response to market
demand, the ARCA also
enables diverless con-
nection/disconnection
to improve safety, and
because articulations
are not in the chain
table, the size of the
chain table can be re-
duced, allowing for op-
timization of the turret.

For more information on the ARCA Chain Connector,
visit SBM Offshore at booth 4131. n

Editor’s note: For details on the rest of the winners, see part
2 of the Spotlight Awards in the Tuesday, May 5, edition of
the OTC 2015 show dailies.

The rezConnect Well Testing system provides acoustic

control of dsT tools and actuation of downhole fluid

samplers and also collects real-time flow measurement

and bottomhole data. (image courtesy of halliburton)

The deepwater Pile dredge’s pumps provide water jet-

ting and suction to excavate piles at any depth. (Photo

courtesy of Oceaneering)
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The Magna subsea inspection system is a screening

inspection tool that assesses the mechanical integrity

of assets without disrupting production. (Photo cour-

tesy of Oceaneering)

The Multiphase Compressor was developed by Onesub-

sea with statoil and shell and enables compression of

the unprocessed wellstream without need for prepro-

cessing. (Photo courtesy of Onesubsea)

The arCa Chain Connector

allows inspection and replace-

ment of chain connector artic-

ulations by placing the chain

articulations in the mooring

line. (image courtesy of sBM

Offshore)
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Fully assembled, the system includes an upper com-
pletion with intelligent well system (IWS) capabilities,
isolation assembly and a lower completion system.
The lower completion features a 5¼-in. minimum
production inside diameter—the industry’s largest for
a high-pressure 8½-in. drift completion. The system
is capable of handling sustained flow rates up to
30,000 bbl/d with high differential pressures up to
15,000 psi and is fully compatible with subsea boost-
ing technology for reduced abandonment pressures
and maximum recovery. 

e lower completion, including screens, sleeves and
packers, is run in hole in a single trip and  features a high-
performance frack-pack system designed and tested for
extreme rates, pressures and temperatures. e frack-

pack system is engineered to increase reliability and sim-
plify operations through positive tool indications that en-
able greater set-down weight and higher up-strain. When
supported by advanced stimulation vessels, the frack-
pack system can deliver as much as 5 MMlb (2,267,960
kg) of proppant at up to 50 bbl/min, into as many as five
zones, ensuring optimal reservoir connectivity and con-
ductivity for increased hydrocarbon flow. 

Selective shifting profiles allow the lower portion of
the isolation assembly to be run into the lower comple-
tion before any sleeves are opened, minimizing fluid
loss into the formation. A mechanical barrier is in-
cluded to maintain reliable well control during the
upper completion installation.  

Downhole wet-connect technology allows distributed
temperature-sensing, fiber-optic cables to be placed in-
side the lower completion and then brought online dur-

ing production. Once the well is turned on, surveillance
and control capabilities permit remote monitoring and
facilitate selective zonal control with dual-choking, hy-
draulic IWS valves for proactive reservoir management.
e system allows operators to selectively control zones
to optimize production, while flow assurance technology
can be delivered as needed via chemical-injection valves,
helping to avoid costly production interruptions and to
ensure long-term, sustained production. 

With the integrated system, operators should be able
to safely and reliably access Lower Tertiary reservoirs
and maintain long-term production for full-field eco-
nomic payback. 

e system is being formally introduced at the Off-
shore Technology Conference in Houston. Stop by booth
3731 at OTC, or visit bakerhughes.com/Hammerhead for
more information. n

HammerHeaD continued from page 11

mercial interfaces and increasing operational efficiency
are well-known drivers and perhaps only second to a “net
saving” proposition (i.e. where the product or service on
offer in turn acts to reduce cost for the overall project or
life cycle). In recent years, incidents of established MSAs
never actually being used are common, which is certainly
counter to this trend. As a result, fewer and more inten-
sively used MSAs, ideally where there is a commitment
to utilization on the client’s part and a commitment to
availability on that of the vendor, would seem to make
more sense in the current climate. 

In short, the industry needs to redouble its focus on
working together, thinking creatively and innovating to
enhance value delivered; these are known and embedded
principles that ought to already exist in business models.

An ocean of opportunity 
Again, looking at an industry average price per barrel

over the last 30 years of less than $45 for Brent crude,
during an era that has seen tremendous growth, in-
novation and expansion, the challenge from current
pricing is not so different on an absolute basis from
what has been experienced in the history of the in-
dustry in the North Sea. While there are inflationary
and currency-related dynamics at play, in general, op-
erational complexity has increased alongside techno-
logical advancement, standardization and method
improvement. Whether one has outpaced the others
is not a topic for this article, and it is important to ac-
knowledge the backdrop of production and the draw-
down of reserves that make the current environment
different from that of the past. Decisions for invest-
ment for longer term future production or short-term
production enhancement are complex processes, but
despite the recent dip in oil prices, there is plenty of
hope for the North Sea.

Recent tax cuts and other changes in the U.K. fiscal
regime concerning North Sea exploration will cer-

tainly help. However, even in the absence of these and
with the current uncertainty over near-term and
longer term oil price movements, the North Sea and
many other offshore sectors globally are still active,
broadly speaking. In some areas, this might not
equate to the year-on-year rampant growth of before,
but when looking at activity at a granular level, there
are still some growing niches relating to solutions
and trends in operator preference that displace alter-
native methods. 

Overall, the industry is in a period of some discomfort
and constraint. Although every cycle is different, Infield
Systems’ view, both at a macro level as well as through
detailed analysis of projects and infrastructure, sees the
oil price climbing again steadily over the next five years.
e industry is responding as it always has, with renewed
strength and vigor. 

For more information, visit Andrew Paterson, head of
strategy at Infield Systems, at booth 8839 or email him
at andrew.paterson@infield.com.   n

NorTH Sea continued from page 12

per 0.3 m (1 ) at normal logging speeds.
SecureView features a combination of tools that yield complementary measure-

ments for both casing and cement-sheath assessments in a single run. is locates
and evaluates imperfections using multiple perspectives, which maximizes oper-
ational accuracy and efficiency. High-resolution data from the FluxView tool and
CalView tool provide datasets at rates of 122 samples per 0.3 m. e UltraView
tool delivers real-time thickness measurements using 72 circumferential quantities. 

SecureView provides less uncertainty with acoustic-impedance data through
its patented, calibrated mud-chamber sensor that enables real-time borehole,
mud-properties measurements and compensations for cement acoustic im-
pedance. Its high-resolution thickness measurements are gathered from each
fired measurement instead of relying on interpolated data. is added preci-
sion contributes to each cement-impedance calculation for improved central-
ization and superior data quality.  n

cline caused by the critical heterogeneities like sealing faults or facies degra-
dation between wells. In the Lula extended-well test and in the Lula pilot, de-
spite the aforementioned heterogeneities, there was good pressure
communication across the reservoir, both laterally and vertically. is charac-
teristic of the presalt reservoirs in Lula and other presalt fields supported the
main decisions regarding the development.

e company intends to continue advancing in presalt technology. To in-
crease the oil recovery factor from the presalt reservoirs, Petrobras plans to con-
tinually increase the alternating injection of water and gas. e company also
is evaluating the 4-D seismic monitoring of the Lula Field Pilot Project and is
planning to decrease the size and increase the efficiency of its produced CO₂
separation systems. In addition, Petrobras is expanding its presalt drilling op-
erations to areas of the reservoirs where the occurrence of severe fluid loss was
expected, based on the usage of pressurized mud cap drilling technology.   n
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